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Valentine’s Day has gotten a bad reputation over the years as a 
commercialized holiday, which is totally 
fair. Whenever you go into a grocery store 
or drug store, you’re inundated with 
pink and red crap, hearts, and lots of 
chocolates. If you’re near a jewelry store, 
you’ll see ads about all the diamonds 
you should be buying your SO if you 
really love them. I don’t blame people for 
lashing back against Valentine’s Day.
As a person in a long-term 
relationship, I just look at it as an 
opportunity to take the time and focus on 
appreciating the person that you’re with. 
We’re all busy—between school, work, 
and other commitments, it can be hard to 
make time to do special things, especially 
after you’ve been together a long time. It’s 
fun to go out on a date and really focus 
on each other, instead of just grabbing a 
quick meal. You don’t have to get anything, 
or you can just make something for them 
if you’re artistically or culinarily talented 
(or even if you’re not—it’s still very 
sweet!). It can be a super low-key holiday 
if you want it to be, or you can go bigger 
and have a more traditional one, too!
If you’re single, you can still make 
the most of the day. It is Reading Break, 
after all, so you hopefully have a bit of 
time off. You should take some time for 
yourself, and whatever makes you the 
happiest. Eat food you love, do things 
you enjoy, and take it easy. Jessica gave 
some unconventional romantic movie 
suggestions in Arts, so throw on some of 
those if you’re in the mood. It’s important 
to have time for self-care, and Reading 
Break is the perfect time to do that. 
Alternatively, go out with some friends, 
or attend an anti-Valentine’s Day party. 
Check out Greg’s article “Planning the 
perfect bro-date” in Life & Style this week 
for some great ideas for hanging out 
with your gender non-specific bros. Just 
because you may not be spending time 
with a partner doesn’t mean you can’t 
spend time with people you care about.
And if you just started dating 
someone and you’re not in that comfort 
zone yet, Mercedes’ article “Valentine’s 
Day for people who have been dating for 
five minutes” has some good advice on 
how to handle the potentially awkward 
juggle between too formal and too casual. 
Whatever your situation, it can be easy to 
dismiss holidays like this as nothing but 
a corporate money grab, but Valentine’s 
Day is still a good excuse to have a special 
day, whatever that means to you.
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DCBA holds Member Appreciation Night 
and Access Information session
Currently, the Coronation Park neighbourhood, located directly 
across from Port Moody’s Inlet Centre 
Station, holds an estimated 500 people 
with one access road, but no parks on its 
22.7 acres—and the City of Port Moody 
wants to change that. 
A recently-proposed land-use 
concept was presented to Coronation 
Park residents back in September 2016 
for feedback. The concept plan separates 
the land into four specific sections, 
which intermingle among each other. 
Firstly, high-rise residential buildings are 
proposed, with a wider three-story base 
and at a maximum of 26 storeys. Secondly, 
similar high-rise towers are expected for 
mixed use, with retail and commercial 
spaces. Both high-rise building types will 
line the border of the neighbourhood. 
Thirdly, a low-rise residential area will find 
itself in the centre of the neighbourhood, 
with a mix of apartments and townhouses 
at a maximum of four storeys. Finally, 
a one-acre park is planned, effectively 
putting the “park” back into Coronation 
Park. 
The Coronation Park neighbourhood 
has found itself in the crosshairs of 
a strenuous process of convincing its 
residents that redevelopments should be 
made. According to the Tri-City News, 
Port Moody’s population is expected to 
grow from around 33,600 to 50,000 by 
2041. With an increase of Vancouverites 
fleeing their housing market and settling  
along the newly implemented Evergreen 
Line, Port Moody neighbourhoods 
are expected to take expansive 
redevelopments in stride. Unfortunately, 
it seems like the current situation is quite 
the opposite. 
“This is the real challenge because 
there are 180 different units in there,” 
explained James Stiver, the city’s general 
manager of development services, to the 
Tri-City News. “It’s easy when there’s one 
developer and we come up with a phasing 
plan that everybody agrees on and we 
move forward. But when we have people 
who are ready for change and people who 
don’t want to leave, it’s really challenging.”
Many residents believe that 
Coronation Park should move on up, 
along with similar neighbourhoods, such 
as Klahanie, Newport Village, and Suter 
Brook Village. Notably, Coronation Park’s 
current concept plan envisions almost 
4,500 residents in the future. Among 
those listed, Klahanie ranks highest in 
population among previously developed 
neighbourhoods with just under 2,700. 
“This is a 30-year plan being 
presented by the city, it’s not something 
that’s going to happen overnight,” 
explained Coquitlam resident David 
Attridge to the Tri-City News. “If the 
SkyTrain line wasn’t less than 400 
metres from my door and I didn’t see the 
potential for a development like this, I 
would love to stay in this area. But it’s for 
the greater good of the community that 
change has to happen here rather than in 
Ioco or other parts of Port Moody.”
On the contrary, many residents are 
concerned with the dramatic amount of 
change that will take place in such a small 
community filled with townhouses and 
single family homes. In light of transit-
oriented development (TOD) around 
Inlet Centre Station, some believe that 
TransLink shouldn’t be deciding what 
is best for Coronation Park’s residents. 
In addition, residents claim that 
developments such as these are forcefully 
making change without consideration 
for those who want their neighbourhood 
to remain the same as it was when they 
settled many years ago. 
Will Coronation Park developments 
get the go-ahead?
öö Some residents frustrated with proposed land use concept
Aaron Guillen
Staff Reporter
The Douglas College Business Association (DCBA) has prepared two 
events this coming February. 
On February 16 the DCBA will hold 
a “Member Appreciation Night” at The 
Bourbon in Gastown, Vancouver. 
“All Douglas College students 
and friends are welcome to the DCBA 
Celebration. Really, it’s a celebration about 
the work DCBA has done and continues 
to do,” said Milan Sagar, president of the 
DCBA, who is also leading this event. “The 
DCBA Executive Team looks forward to 
enjoying a great night with all attendees.” 
According to the event website, 
doors open at 7 p.m. Tickets cost $10, 
purchasable at the DCBA booth on the 
New Westminster Campus concourse, or 
through the PayPal link on the website. 
Physical tickets must be brought to 
guarantee admission.
Another event the DCBA has 
prepared is the Burnaby Board of Trade 
Access Student Career Development 
Program Information Session, which will 
be held on February 28. 
“This will create unique experiences 
and opportunities that are invaluable 
in making you attractive to potential 
employers,” said DCBA member Andrew 
Nelson.
Alexandra Nicoara, the Vice President 
of Marketing in the DCBA and alumnus 
of the Access program, spoke about her 
experience doing the program. 
“I took part in a workshop organizing 
committee that offers students learning 
experiences such as financial literacy or 
how to manage your student financials, 
building your professional brand, and 
another one that is in the making and 
will be a surprise. The networking side 
of the program also helped me learn 
more about the business world and how 
things are done once you graduate. A lot 
of business comes from networking, and 
attending the Burnaby Board of Trade 
events provides a platform for different 
businesses in the community to come 
together.”
“You not only learn business and 
professional skills,” Nicoara added, “but 
you also learn personal skills. Business 
skills are networking, being able to see 
opportunities, and being able to meet 
businesses that could offer you a job 
opportunity. The soft skills are teamwork, 
interpersonal skills, communication skills, 
and overall life skills.”
According to Nicoara, being part of a 
committee helped her “understand others’ 
points of view, and how to work with 
different opinions and encompass them in 
the written content,” among many other 
skills. 
“Just because I may not need a 
service, there could be someone in 
my professional network that needs 
that service. Burnaby Board of Trade 
facilitates businesses to connect that 
way and become a better provider for the 
community,” Nicoara added. “What an 
amazing experience as a business student. 
I hope to inspire other students to take 
initiative and prosper in their professional 
careers.”
öö February events prepared by the Douglas College Business Association
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The Douglas College Student Union (DSU) Annual General Meeting 
took place on February 2. Students were 
enticed to come out to vote on new bylaws 
and amendments in exchange for prizes 
and pizza.
This year’s AGM was facilitated 
by Jenelle Davies, past Women’s 
Representative in the DSU, with the audit 
presented by Erik Allas.
The DSU Representative Committee 
started the meeting by presenting the 
Progress Report titled #ForwardTogether. 
The progress report was prepared to 
strengthen the operation of the DSU and 
create new opportunities for students, 
while eliminating weaknesses and threats 
that were previously dormant.
The report consisted of 10 core 
objectives.
The first objective was to improve 
DSU services. Projects in Objective 
One included providing students with 
healthier snack options in the DSU, 
adding more discounts for students who 
use ISIC (International Student Identity 
Card), and creating more awards for 
international students.
Objective Two was to expand 
campus life, which the DSU achieved 
by increasing hours for DSU volunteers, 
improving the quality of swag for their 
giveaways, and increasing the number of 
student events.
The third objective was to advocate 
for increased college services. Currently, 
the DSU is advocating for sound-proof 
music rooms, longer library hours, more 
counsellors, improved food services at 
the David Lam Campus, and increased 
availability of open educational resources.
The fourth objective was improving 
DSU presence at David Lam, and included 
contributing to an overall Douglas 
College Master Plan, hiring a Coquitlam 
organizer, and pledging $750,000 towards 
expanding DSU services in Coquitlam.
The fifth objective was to improve 
membership outreach, which was 
achieved by increasing their social media 
presence, increasing the number of DSU 
app users by 25 per cent, and providing 
monthly email updates.
Objective Six involved engaging 
DSU members in campaigns. The Weeks 
of Action during the Fall semester and 
open textbook campaign fell under this 
objective, and the DSU hopes to continue 
to work towards this objective with 
campaigns surrounding the upcoming 
provincial election.
The seventh objective was to improve 
organization of DSU clubs by adding 
three spaces for clubs to book, including 
the club directory on the DSU app, and 
creating a DSU clubs’ council.
Reviewing the DSU’s membership in 
CFS (Canadian Federation of Students) 
was the eighth objective, especially since 
the CFS has fallen under scrutiny after 
failing to be transparent with financial 
statements and concealing a secret bank 
account for two and a half years. The DSU 
is contributing to finding an alternative 
means for national student representation 
and increasing their role in the BCFS 
(BC Federation of Students) since the 
federation separated its affairs from the 
CFS.
Improving governance was the ninth 
objective. This was achieved by updating 
13 policies, making 7 bylaw amendments, 
and transitioning to adhere by the BC 
Societies Act.
The final objective of 
#ForwardTogether was to stabilize 
students’ union finances by creating 
better investments of students’ money 
and by being more transparent with said 
investments.
The presentation of the progress 
report was interrupted part-way through 
once enough students were in attendance 
to create quorum. It was at this time that 
the representative committee proceeded 
through proposed bylaw amendments. 
All bylaws were either unanimously or 
overwhelmingly passed.
The first three amendments fell 
into simple housekeeping procedures. 
The first motion was to change language 
within the bylaws, particularly regarding 
the new Societies Act that the DSU had 
signed on to. Under the Societies Act, 
the DSU has two years to transition to 
the new rules, which will improve access 
to information and create explicit rules 
regarding board conflicts and liabilities. 
The second bylaw amendment 
changed some money involved in DSU 
fees. There will be no increase to student 
fees, but rather how the fees are utilized. 
For example, the health and dental fees 
appear to be in excess, and building, 
clubs, and performing arts will be 
adjusted to be used as needed. Surpluses 
from the performing arts and clubs funds 
will be transferred into DSU general 
revenue.
  The third amendment was in 
regards to the DSU relationship with both 
the CFS and the BCFS. From now on, the 
BCFS will be officially regard to as “The 
Federation” while the CFS will retain its 
current title.
Motion four was to change the name 
of the Representative Committee. The 
decision was made to change the name 
in order for the DSU to adopt a name 
more similar to that of other student 
unions. From this point forward, the 
representative committee will be referred 
to as the DSU Board of Directors.
Motion five added to the previous 
motion, and effectively changed the 
titles of the board members (previously 
representatives). Coordinators will now 
be known as directors. For example, 
instead of External Relations Coordinator, 
the title will now be Director of 
External Relations. Such will apply to 
the representatives of finance, college 
relations, campus life, and the Coquitlam 
campus. Members at Large will now 
also be referred to as Directors at Large. 
In addition to the name changes, the 
directors were also given more specific 
job descriptions, in order to create a 
clearer idea of duties and increased 
accountability to students.
The sixth amendment consolidated 
roles, giving more duties to the Staff 
Relations Officer, the Chairperson and 
Deputy Chairperson, and the Federation 
Executive Representative.
The seventh and final amendment 
changed the rules on who could be a 
signatory for contracts and financial 
transactions. Previously, any elected 
representative in the DSU held signing 
authority, which created potential 
opportunities for power to be abused. 
Under the new bylaw, signing authority 
will be limited at two to four signatories. 
A new policy will also be put into place to 
allow the board of directors to assign and 
remove signatories. Signatories will be 
required to take an oath of office.
The annual report and audited 
financial statements were briefly 
discussed, with documents left for 
students to browse through at their 
leisure.
The final part of the AGM involved 
opening the floor to student questions. 
Few questions were asked, with students 
mainly asking questions about improving 
available information regarding the 
dental plan, fees, WiFi, and the U-Pass.
Perhaps the most notable question 
posed to the DSU was in regard to its 
membership in CFS. A student asked if 
the DSU was continuing to pay fees to the 
CFS despite its lack of transparency.
To that, Allas explained that the DSU 
was technically required to collect fees 
for the CFS. However, he elaborated that 
the DSU would not be sending said funds 
to the CFS until it opened its financial 
statements and further explained the 
purpose of the secret bank account.
Douglas students move #ForwardTogether
öö DSU Annual General Meeting overview
Aaron Guillen
Staff Reporter
Photographs by Analyn Cuarto
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After many neo-Nazi flyers were found throughout Abbotsford and 
Richmond neighbourhoods in the past 
few months, propaganda has made its 
way into New Westminster. The posters 
included racist neo-Nazi messages, with 
a strong visual image showing what 
seems to be terrorists pointing their 
guns at a group of soldiers with neo-
Nazi swastikas displayed on their arms. 
These posters are encouraging passerby’s 
to “Join us before they stomp you.” 
At the bottom of the poster sits an 
ominous website link, where visitors 
will find what seems to be a mission 
statement that says: “Once under serious 
attack by [the police], of course, consider 
yourself a marked individual and proceed 
to kill as many of them as you can.” 
This shocking appearance of bigotry 
has caused an uproar across the Lower 
Mainland, most recently in late January. 
On January 29, an anti-fascist 
rally took place in New Westminster’s 
downtown area (not to be confused with 
New Westminster MLA Judy Darcy’s 
rally earlier that week). The rally was 
organized by Imtiaz Popat, head of 
the Coalition Against Bigotry Pacific 
(CABP). CABP labels themselves as a 
group of individuals, organizations, and 
communities against bigotry and white 
supremacy in the Pacific Northwest. CABP 
supporters marched alongside members 
of Vancouver Antifa, Industrial Workers 
of the World (IWW), the Public Service 
Alliance of Canada, and the Canada 
Employment and Immigration Union. The 
marchers totalled over 100 individuals. 
“People think this is a joke, it’s 
not,” said Popat to the New Westminster 
Record. “There’s a whole group of neo-
Nazi fascist groups that have been 
organizing for a long time and the rise of 
Donald Trump has given them the green 
light to start doing this again. This is our 
hood, and we need to say something.” 
The Other Press briefly spoke with 
Popat about what took place at the rally. 
According to him, there were fascists 
amongst the crowd who posted on their 
event page after. Notably, some people 
from the UBC Free Speech Club made an 
appearance to support Trump. Though 
a spotlight has been placed on these 
recent events, Popat finds it surprising 
that the word has still yet to be spread 
about neo-Nazi propaganda on local soil.
“[Many have been] shocked. A lot of 
people didn’t know this had happened. 
But many people came from New West 
and elsewhere [to show support],” said 
Popat. “We have been concerned that 
these fascists would kill someone because 
it’s not an important issue for people. 
Now someone has killed six people while 
[they were] praying in Quebec City. Last 
Sunday, we had a vigil in Vancouver in 
solidarity with the Muslim Community.”
Popat and CABP look to the future 
with hope that their stance against bigotry 
will resonate across the Lower Mainland, 
ensuring that violent acts like what 
happened in Quebec will not make its way 
into their neighbourhood anytime soon.
The federal cabinet has approved an $11.4 billion pipeline project 
that would transport natural gas over 
900 kilometres from northern British 
Columbia to the Prince Rupert area. The 
Pacific NorthWest LNG project is backed 
by the giant Malaysian company Petronas.
Environmentalists and First Nations 
have expressed their concern regarding 
the environmental damages that could 
be caused by the pipeline. The Canadian 
Environmental Assessment Agency 
concluded that the project would provoke 
a significant increase in greenhouse gas 
emissions and contribute to climate 
change. The terminal could also threaten 
wildlife, especially harbour porpoises and 
the salmon in the Skeena river estuary.
Pacific NorthWest LNG responded 
that the pipeline and terminal would 
reduce greenhouse emissions from Asian 
coal-fired plants. Moreover, the project’s 
approval has been submitted to an array 
of 190 conditions meant to reduce its 
environmental consequences, including 
a cap on greenhouse gas emissions that 
would cut them to “4.3 millions tonnes per 
year, 900,000 tonnes less than what had 
initially been proposed by the proponent,” 
according to The Globe and Mail.
Environmentalists argue that despite 
this measure, the project is inconsistent 
with Canada’s climate commitments.
First Nations and experts warn that 
the terminal would likely harm the salmon 
population. Associate Professor at Simon 
Fraser University’s School of Resource 
and Environmental Management 
Jonathan Moore and his graduate students 
conducted collaborative research with 
First Nations’ fisheries programs.
In an email to The Peak, Moore 
described their findings. They found out 
that the area affected by the terminal “is 
particularly important to young salmon. 
[…] We also know from previous research 
that salmon populations generally have 
much lower survival when estuaries have 
more industrial development. Thus, 
we know that salmon are sensitive to 
industrial development in estuaries and 
we know that Pacific NorthWest LNG is 
proposed for a particularly risky location.”
Many aboriginal leaders have said 
that they were not consulted and that 
their concerns have been ignored by the 
company, although the company said 
that it has consulted with five Tsimshian 
First Nations since 2012 regarding 
the project. Tensions have emerged 
among First Nations since some have 
signed agreements with the company to 
benefit from the pipeline, whereas others, 
such as the Gitanyow, are still opposed to 
the project, and claim that they have not 
been consulted by the BC government.
Other First Nations have expressed 
concern about the salmon population, 
on which they have relied upon “heavily 
for thousands of years,” stated Moore, 
based on previous archeological 
study. In addition to harming the 
species, First Nations claim that the 
project also ignores their fishing 
rights on their traditional lands.
Given the impasse, First Nations have 
launched four challenges so far before the 
Federal Court, accusing the government 
of ignoring their demands by approving 
the project without their agreement.
According to some aboriginal 
leaders, this case illustrates the damaged 
relations between First Nations and 
the Canadian government. In an 
article from DeSmog Canada, Glen 
Williams, Chief and negotiator for 
the Gitanyow, declared that “Justin 
Trudeau promised a new relationship 
with Indigenous communities.
“Instead, he added insult to injury by 
ignoring us, and giving the green light to 
a project that will destroy our way of life.”
Neo-Nazi supporters meet their match
Indigenous groups concerned 
about LNG pipeline project
öö Coalition Against Bigotry Pacific organizes local antifascist rally
öö SFU professor weighs in on the pipeline project
Aaron Guillen
Staff Reporter
Manon Busseron
The Peak
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Before there was Build Your Own Burger, the McRib, and even the 
Big Mac, McDonald’s was a place 
where you could get a hamburger 
combo for 35¢. The biopic The Founder 
shows how a diner would become the 
fast food restaurant chain that many 
people know today, and at the same 
time how it created controversies that 
still plague the fast food industry.
After trying to make it big in 
Hollywood, two brothers named Maurice 
McDonald (John Carroll Lynch) and 
Richard McDonald (Nick Offerman) open 
a diner in San Bernardino that sells fresh 
hamburgers. The diner is very popular and 
serves a lot of people, until a milkshake 
maker salesman named Ray Kroc (Michael 
Keaton) comes in and sells the brothers’ 
idea to the rest of the United States.
The film explains the important 
moments in McDonald’s expansion to the 
rest of the US. I liked the scene in the film 
when Maurice and Richard tell Ray how 
they made McDonald’s because it has a 
lot of instant jumpcuts. In the beginning 
of the film, it looks like Ray is narrating 
because he is looking towards the camera, 
but he is not narrating it—he is actually 
trying to sell a milkshake maker to the 
owner of a diner. Michael Keaton does 
a great job playing Ray because, in the 
first half of the film, you think that Ray is 
helping the brothers succeed with their 
diner, and in the second half of it, you 
realize that he is upsetting a lot of people.
I learned a few interesting things 
from the film. McDonald’s was very 
innovative in the 1950s. Maurice and 
Richard invented the speedy system, 
which is like an assembly line, and it 
allowed the cooks in the diner to make 
a hamburger in a few minutes and have 
it still be fresh. Before McDonald’s 
was started, you had to get food in 
a drive-thru diner and it took a long 
time for the food to be cooked. 
The golden arches that are now 
a famous logo were originally part 
of a concept design that would have 
been used for the design of the diner. 
In the film, the arches describe what 
McDonald’s represents, which is family 
and America, because it is a place where 
people spend time together, and a symbol 
of America. The classic orange drink 
that they have is one of the diner’s first 
products, although it has since been 
replaced with Fruitopia and Hi-C.
Another thing that I learned from 
The Founder is that in order for the 
restaurant to save money, the brothers had 
to replace their freshly-made milkshakes 
with an instant milkshake. This idea 
was suggested by the wife of the owner 
of one of their locations, Joan (Linda 
Cardellini), who was also Ray’s soon-to-be 
wife. The instant formula compromised 
the quality of their milkshakes because 
it had a lot of artificial ingredients in it. 
A few decades later, McDonald’s went 
back to making their milkshakes fresh, 
although they still have some artificial 
ingredients. A similar thing happened 
with their other products as the years 
went by, and this led to the “Our Food. 
Your Questions.” digital platform in 
Canada, where McDonald’s customers 
can ask questions online about the food.
The Founder is a very interesting 
film that summarizes how McDonald’s 
became what it is today and set the 
standard for fast food restaurants.
Changing the way we eat food
öö ‘The Founder’ film review
No perfect Valentine’s Day date would be complete without the 
perfect romantic soundtrack. However, 
not all love songs are good love songs. 
You probably shouldn’t include any 
of the following on your Valentine’s 
Day mixtape (or Spotify playlist, or 
whatever kids do nowadays).
Every Breath You Take – 
The Police (1983) 
Anyone who includes this track on a list 
of genuinely romantic songs needs either 
a good slap in the face or a restraining 
order. Sting himself, frontman of the 
Police, has explicitly acknowledged 
that “Every Breath You Take” is not a 
love song, but one about jealousy and 
an unhealthy obsession. It was written 
around the time Sting very publicly left 
his wife to start dating her best friend. 
Lest the new wave smoothness 
mislead you into thinking this tune is 
harmless, lyrics like “Oh, can’t you see you 
belong to me?” should make it apparent 
that watching someone’s every action 
isn’t endearing, it’s downright creepy.
You’re Beautiful – James Blunt (2005)
At first listen, this song might sound like 
it has all the ingredients of a romantic 
ballad—a gentle acoustic guitar, a soulful 
male singer with a slightly raspy voice, 
and massive popularity when it came 
out. But along with topping music singles 
charts, it also tops a lot of lists of terrible 
love songs, and for good reasons.
Even beyond the absurdity that is 
the music video—which features Blunt 
in a snowfall, slowly stripping away layers 
of clothing and eventually jumping off a 
cliff—any song that starts with the line 
“My life is brilliant” is going to have a 
hard time being taken seriously. Believing 
in love at first sight is one thing, but 
seeing someone once, being convinced 
that they’re the most gorgeous being 
ever, and being in melodious agony 
about the impossibility of your imagined 
relationship is something else entirely. 
Also, it would be nice if there were more 
to attraction than just being beautiful. 
Gotta Be Somebody – 
Nickelback (2008)
Because what everyone needs on their 
Valentine’s playlist is an anthem to the 
forever alone. It’s hard to find a song 
that more adequately describes—with 
those generic yet oddly relatable lyrics 
that only Nickelback can pull off, no 
less—that sense of incompleteness 
when you’re looking for “the one.”
 It’s not such a bad Valentine’s 
song if you’re dedicating it to your 
beloved who you really do feel you’ve 
been waiting for your whole life, but 
it also reverberates with the desperate 
hopelessness of waiting forever for that 
hypothetical true love. If nothing else, 
at least Chad Kroeger is looking for a 
partner with whom he can empathize, 
and not just someone beautiful.
Love Story – Taylor Swift (2008)
There are two potential problems here: 
Western culture’s obsession with Romeo 
and Juliet, and Taylor Swift’s obsession 
with writing about her exes. “Love 
Story” dodges the latter but exemplifies 
the former. We probably shouldn’t be 
glorifying the idea of meeting as young 
teenagers, getting married a couple of 
days later, and then dying in a tragic 
double suicide miscommunication mess. 
Maybe it’s simply too hard to 
imagine country star sweetheart 
Swift as a parental-authority-defying 
youth. In any case, the Shakespearean 
classic in pop song form doesn’t 
make a very convincing love story.
I Hate Everything About You – 
Three Days Grace (2003)
Okay, this isn’t even remotely a love 
song—even though Adam Gontier sings 
“Why do I love you?” in the chorus. 
However, it does very well encapsulate 
all the negativity and resentment that 
can accumulate without realization in 
an unhealthy relationship. Admittedly, 
this is only getting mentioned on this 
list because it would be hilarious to 
include on a Valentine’s Day playlist.
Caroline Ho
Arts Editor
The worst songs for Valentine’s Day
öö Tunes that are terrible at being romantic
Jerrison Oracion
Senior Columnist
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It’s unrealistic and forced; it’s kinky and occasionally uncomfortable; it’s just 
plain weird. Romantic plots and themes 
in fictional worlds—whether in books, 
games, movies, Dungeons & Dragons 
campaigns, or anything else—might 
seem fun to read and useful for enriching 
a story, but completely unbelievable 
and inapplicable to real life. However, 
romance and relationships that don’t 
even faintly resemble anything you’d see 
on Earth can still be incredibly powerful 
and often better than realistic fiction for 
illustrating a lot of real-world issues.
In every society on Earth, there 
are institutional structures and power 
dynamics that very much dictate how we 
interact with one another, romantically 
or otherwise. In a large part of the 
world, monogamous heterosexuality is 
seen as the default, and although we’ve 
made a lot of progress as a society in 
confronting and deconstructing these 
norms, some limitations are still very 
prevalent. That makes it all the more 
liberating to inhabit, at least within the 
space of a shared imagination, a world 
where these structures and stigmas 
are challenged or entirely reversed. 
Single-gender worlds are one way 
that writers and worldbuilders question 
our ingrained assumptions of gender 
and sexuality. Patrick Ness’ young adult 
sci-fi Chaos Walking trilogy takes place 
on a planet inhabited only by men 
and boys, after a disease has killed all 
women. Female-only worlds are more 
common in literature, and there’s an 
entire subgenre of feminist utopia/
dystopia fiction with stories such as 
Carnival by Elizabeth Bear, which 
features the matriarchal and primarily 
lesbian society of New Amazonia. 
Speculative fiction also allows a 
writer to transpose issues like interracial 
relationships to a far more provocative 
level. Stories about romance between real-
world cultures are invaluable in bridging 
societal divides, but shipping humans 
and non-humans is even more subversive. 
Whether it’s aliens (video game series 
Mass Effect), the undead (zombie romcom 
Warm Bodies), elves, immortals, or any 
other pairings, attraction between two 
people from entirely different species 
highlights the artificiality of a lot of 
cultural taboos about romance.
Virtual reality is another arena for 
exploring the dynamics of a relationship. 
Meeting and dating someone online 
hasn’t yet reached the level of fully 
immersive VR, but a viewer can still be 
immersed in media like the light novel 
and anime Sword Art Online, where 
characters fall in love while trapped 
indefinitely in a video game. It’s another 
take on the trope of falling in love 
with the mind instead of the body.
Going a step further, what if there is 
no body at all, but only the virtual mind? 
As we develop increasingly sophisticated 
artificial intelligence in the real world, 
we’re faced with the question of what truly 
distinguishes our human intelligence 
from an intelligence created by humans. 
If one major distinction between 
the two is the ability to feel complex 
emotions such as love and affection, the 
notion of a romantic relationship with 
an artificial mind becomes especially 
thought-provoking. From anything as 
silly as Sheldon Plankton’s computer 
wife Karen in SpongeBob Squarepants, 
to the critically acclaimed film Her—
in which a man falls in love with his 
intelligent personal assistant operating 
system—there is something uncannily 
fascinating about probing the gap 
between artificial and real emotion.
There are many more ways to 
challenge and reject the norms around 
which we structure our romantic 
relationships. The power of speculative 
fiction is the ability to deal with concepts 
we basically take for granted and throw 
them in an entirely different context. 
Such stories might not be realistic 
(yet) but that makes them all the 
more powerful in demonstrating and 
challenging what it means to love.
Risk of Rain is a side-scrolling, platforming, roguelike action game. 
It was the brainchild of two students 
from the University of Washington, and 
after receiving funds on Kickstarter, 
it was slowly rolled out across various 
platforms, from Windows in 2013, to 
OS X and Linux in 2014, and finally, to 
PS4 and PS Vita in 2016. With the game 
recently on sale for $3.99 down from 
$9.99 on the PlayStation Store, grabbing 
it was an easy (and rewarding) choice.
Although you can play by yourself, 
it’s definitely best played with a few 
friends on your couch or online. Many 
websites, and the game information 
itself, report that you can play with 
two offline, and up to four online, but 
we’ve had no problems connecting 
three controllers offline, with room for 
a fourth. For online, however, you can 
only connect with one other player, and 
you can both bring in a guest. This is 
technically four people, but it’s much 
less flexible than allowing you to connect 
with a few friends in different locations.
To start with, there are three 
difficulty modes—Drizzle, Rainstorm, and 
Monsoon. If you’re looking for casual play, 
Drizzle is a great place to start, as it’s still 
difficult, especially at the beginning. You 
can’t unlock everything on this, though, so 
if you’re a completionist or just want more 
options, you’ll have to go with Rainstorm. 
For each run through the game, you 
can choose from one of 12 characters with 
different moves and stats, only one of 
which is unlocked at the beginning. Levels 
are large and involve a lot of platforming, 
and you spend your time searching them 
for chests with random upgrades and for 
the level’s teleporter to move forward. 
This may sound simple, but stages 
are littered with enemies with different 
strengths and weaknesses, and, left 
unchecked, any of them can kill you. 
This is a real issue when death means 
restarting the game, even if you’re on the 
final level. To make things a little easier, 
in co-op, as long as one player makes 
it through the teleporter, everyone will 
revive to start the next stage. Clearing the 
teleporter, no matter how many players 
are alive, is another challenge—you 
need to survive a 90-second enemy wave 
complete with bosses, and then kill every 
remaining enemy in the level to move on.
As time progresses in your run, the 
difficulty goes up, which means if you 
camp out in a level to get more upgrades, 
the game will respond by levelling up 
as well. I’ve found this is usually worth 
it, though—with enough upgrades, 
including basic things like upping attack 
speed and health regen to more extreme 
things like shooting a Cyclops-esque 
optic blast after using enough abilities, 
the game definitely gets easier. Monsters 
can only handle so much, and a deluge 
of missiles fired by your five drones can 
be tough for them. Alternatively, with 
enough health regen abilities, it can be 
tough for them to get in enough damage 
to chip away at you substantially.
While it can be frustrating to 
lose, the gameplay is incredibly fun, 
and rewards your improvement with 
lots of new unlockables, including 
the aforementioned characters, new 
and better upgrades, and artifacts 
that drastically change the gameplay. 
Overall, I’ve had a blast with it, and I’d 
recommend it to anyone who wants a fun, 
and sometimes ridiculous, challenge.
This isn’t to say the game doesn’t have 
its issues. With the PlayStation version, 
we’ve run into numerous technical issues 
in the two weeks we’ve been playing it. 
Luckily, these have all come about in 
online multiplayer, so any of you who 
just want to take advantage of some good 
ol’ couch co-op are safe. However, the 
glitches are substantial. A few times, 
items and characters we unlocked during 
an online game, although available until 
we closed the game, had disappeared 
by the next boot up. Stranger still, we’ve 
desynced near the end of the game, with 
both of our games having a “ghost” of the 
other person still playing—but not doing 
anything the other person was actually 
doing on their end. After an hour-long, 
teamwork-filled run to the end this is 
really disheartening and disappointing.
Still, it’s worth a go. This game is deep 
and impressive, especially coming from 
such a small development team. My heart 
lies with couch co-op and always will, 
so supporting games like these to keep 
the genre alive is an easy choice for me, 
even if the game does have a few issues. 
And for the low price tag, you’re getting 
way more than your money’s worth.
öö ‘Risk of Rain’ video game review
Get ready for a downpour
Lauren Kelly
Editor-in-Chief
Caroline Ho
Arts Editor
Romance and relationships 
in speculative fiction
öö Exploring the boundaries of the human capacity for love
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Most games need at least 3–6 players to really get going. There are a 
few of those games out there that can 
be made playable for two with some 
seriously tweaked rules, but sometimes 
you just want to snuggle up with 
your significant other and play a little 
something. Here are a few suggestions.
For those who like a little adventure 
and some card counting there is Lost 
Cities (1999). In this card game, you play a 
pair of explorers mounting an expedition 
to various archaeological sites, trying to 
make a profit. Players take turns playing 
different coloured cards in numerical 
order, hoping to outscore their partner. 
This is a good game for casual players.
For the crafty type there is Patchwork 
(2014), a simple Tetris-like game for two, 
where you try to build the most complete 
quilt at the lowest cost. Very laidback 
and surprisingly engaging and complex.
For the spies in your life might I 
suggest Nowhere to Go (2012), a very 
simple strategy game about blocking 
your opponent’s escape. It is similar 
to the classic video game Snake (1976) 
or the light-cycles in TRON. Simple, 
fun, and a quick play to boot.
For the entomologists and 
competitive types there is Hive 
(2001), a game in which you lay tiles 
strategically in an attempt to surround 
your opponent’s queen. Surprisingly 
heady for a game about bugs.
For the true intellectuals out there 
you can never go wrong with a classic 
like Chess (c. 1475). I cannot say much 
more about it as books have been 
written on the strategy, but I can say 
that if you don’t like random chance 
in your game, this one’s for you.
And finally, for those bleeding hearts 
who don’t like conflict and just want to 
save the world, there is Pandemic (2007)—
or any other co-op game for that matter. 
It lets you and your partner team up to 
save people, leaving everyone with a feel-
good vibe by the end. Unless you lose.
Just the two of us
öö Board games for two
Ed Appleby
Illustrator
Caroline Ho
Arts Editor
The fantasy genre includes a lot more than just a bunch of sorcerers running 
around Medieval Europe-esque worlds 
fulfilling ancient prophecies. There’s 
an immeasurable variety of subgenres 
and styles within fantasy, and one way 
to start sifting through them is with the 
labels of “high fantasy” and “low fantasy.” 
There’s no simple split between the 
two, and a lot of authors are reluctant 
to categorize their works so tidily, but 
as readers it can be useful to try to 
understand what these terms mean.
First is distinguishing fantasy from 
science fiction. The two fall under the 
broader umbrella of speculative fiction, 
which refers to any fiction in a world 
that deviates from our own in any 
way, whether it’s through alternative 
history, post-apocalyptic, paranormal 
elements, or full-on magic. Generally, 
science fiction features aspects like 
futuristic technology and space travel, 
while fantasy deals with magic and the 
supernatural. The distinction is a lot 
more nuanced and overlapping than 
that, but that’s a divide for another day.
Under this fluffy heading of “Magic 
and Stuff” are high fantasy and low 
fantasy, and there are a lot of different 
ways to categorize them. The most 
common and traditional way to sort the 
two is based on whether a story takes 
place in a secondary world or on Earth. 
By this classification, Harry Potter would 
be regarded as low fantasy, since the 
setting coexists alongside ordinary Muggle 
life. Something like A Song of Ice and 
Fire is high fantasy, because Westeros 
and Essos are loosely based on real 
continents but aren’t analogous to Earth.
But you might notice that Harry 
Potter features a lot more explicit magic 
than ASoIaF, which seems contradictory 
if it’s a “lower” kind of fantasy. There’s 
also the argument that Harry Potter 
occurs in a world within a world—that the 
wizarding world (in the books and movies 
that is, not the theme park) has enough 
unique locations—like Diagon Alley 
and Hogwarts—to make it a secondary 
world. It gets more complicated when 
you deal with books that take place partly 
on Earth, partly in a fictional world, 
like Lev Grossman’s The Magicians. 
So, another way to define high and low 
fantasy is based on the amount of magic 
or other fantastical elements, and on how 
heavily magic features into the plot.
Based on this, ASoIaF could be 
described as low fantasy, because 
it doesn’t have many overt magical 
elements. There are dragons, dire 
wolves, and Others, and there are 
smatterings of sorcery, but far more of 
the plot revolves around politics, military 
conflicts, and characters committing 
some very worldly backstabbing.
Even Lord of the Rings, the 
quintessential fantasy series and by far 
one of the richest secondary worlds out 
there, can be challenged as low fantasy. 
Although Middle-earth has fictional races 
with superhuman abilities, magic itself 
doesn’t feature hugely in the story, and 
aside from a few Gandalf scenes, there’s 
barely any flinging of spells left and 
right—not nearly as much as, say, Brandon 
Sanderson’s Elantris, where the magic 
system is very much built into society.
Because “amount of magic” is a 
pretty imprecise measurement, another 
way to organize high and low fantasy 
is thematically. By this definition, high 
fantasy is identified as epic fantasy. It 
deals with heroic quests and clashes 
of ultimate good versus evil, such 
as David Eddings’ The Belgariad. 
Of course, the internal struggles of 
individual characters are usually still a 
major feature, because it wouldn’t be 
a very engaging story otherwise, but 
in general the plot revolves around a 
grand battle over the fate of the world.
The antithesis of this would be 
fantasy that focuses on the darker aspects 
of human nature and very personal 
conflicts. Instead of farm boys becoming 
champions, the protagonists are often 
anti-heroes who are morally ambiguous 
at best. This definition basically equates 
low fantasy with the “grimdark” genre 
(which is another fun can of worms). Joe 
Abercrombie’s The First Law series is 
often touted as one of the cornerstones 
of grimdark, and is often considered low 
fantasy, even though it takes place in 
an entirely fictional world and follows a 
ragtag band of characters—including a 
super-powerful wizard—on an epic quest.
The moral of the story is that 
there really is no consensus about the 
classification of high and low fantasy. 
There are a lot of metrics for judging a 
piece of fiction, and if it is a spectrum 
from high to low, it’s a spectrum with as 
many dimensions as Philip Pullman’s His 
Dark Materials. Categories can be useful 
for finding similar books when browsing 
for recommendations, but ultimately 
the literary subgenre is unimportant, 
as long as it’s a fantastic read.
High fantasy versus low fantasy
öö Making sense of literary subgenres
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Canada has always had a unique relationship with the horror genre. 
In the ’70s and ’80s, tax shelter laws drew 
in hundreds of investors. These laws 
meant that if you invested in a film with 
enough Canadian crew members, then 
you were exempt from paying taxes on 
that investment until profits were made. 
During this time, some of the most 
iconic slasher flicks were churned out. 
My Bloody Valentine (1981), Prom Night 
(1980), and The Changeling (1980) were 
all filmed and produced north of the 
border. While they were not films of the 
highest caliber, they were integral to the 
development of the genre. Some of them, 
such as My Bloody Valentine, far surpassed 
the quality of the American films that they 
were trying to imitate. Others, like Black 
Christmas (1997), are so bizarre that they 
deserve credit for their sheer originality. 
While a handful of these films were good, 
many more were terrible, and eventually 
investors lost interest. The age of the 
Canadian slasher had come to an end.     
South of the border, however, films 
like Halloween (1978) and Friday the 
13th (1980) were—and still are—the 
framework around which most horror 
was built. When audiences go to see a 
slasher they know that the “final girl” 
will somehow thwart the masked killer… 
until the sequel, that is. While Canada 
once embraced these tropes, directors 
soon realized that, if they wanted to stay 
relevant, they had to do something to 
distinguish their films from American 
horror. David Cronenberg was the first 
to realize this. He is considered one of 
the founders of body horror—a subgenre 
that plays on our fear of disease, decay, 
and mutilation. Even during the years of 
cheap slashers, he was creating quality 
films. Videodrome (1983), Scanners 
(1981), and Dead Ringers (1988) are just 
a few of his contributions to the genre.
It was not until 1997 that another 
horror film attempted to break away from 
the tired formula of its predecessors. 
Cube follows the trials of six individuals 
who wake up in a mysterious room. The 
only exits are through hatches in each 
of the four walls, the ceiling, and the 
floor. All of these lead to rooms identical 
to the original—meaning that escape 
seems impossible, especially with the 
traps hidden in the cubes. While Cube 
divided critics and audiences alike, it was 
a laudable attempt at something new.  
In 2000, Ginger Snaps achieved 
what Cube set out to do. Controversial 
in its time, the film deftly blends themes 
of girlhood, loyalty, and alienation 
while also telling a chilling tale of 
lycanthropy. Moreover, it was the dawn 
of a more socially conscious type of 
horror. Ginger Snaps acknowledged and 
rejected the typecasting of females as 
victims and “eye-candy.” Instead, both 
the protagonist and the antagonist 
are played by women, and the men 
take a backseat in supporting roles. 
Since Gingersnaps, there have 
been a handful of good Canadian 
horrors. Pontypool (2008), in which 
a virus is spread through language, 
and American Mary (2012) both come 
to mind. These films are well made, 
but they are not revolutionary. They 
are not the next stage in the evolution 
of Canadian horror. So, what is?
I believe that the genre needs to shy away 
from gratuitous violence and nudity. 
Horror directors need to take themselves 
seriously and create movies designed 
to evoke emotions other than disgust. 
Themes such as loneliness, anxiety, 
depression, and purposelessness are 
often featured in horror films, but these 
important topics are buried beneath 
gore. If directors would dedicate more 
time to exploring these grim issues 
and less time pondering how to make 
the audience cringe, then I believe 
fans of the genre would discover 
horror films far more poignant, and far 
scarier, than those made at present.
Ah, St. Valentine’s Day, the most romantic capitalist holiday there 
is. What better way to learn about life 
and love than through devastating 
heartbreak, right? Whether you’re 
single, in a relationship, or anywhere 
in between, these films will satisfy 
your Valentine’s Day movie craving and 
teach you everything you need to know 
about love, loss, and relationships.
Away We Go (2009)
John Krasinski and Maya Rudolph star 
as Verona and Burt in this eccentric 
romantic comedy/drama about an 
unmarried couple who struggle to 
make ends meet. When they find out 
they’re having a baby, they travel the 
states visiting friends and relatives 
searching for a perfect place to raise 
their first child. Hilarity and sadness 
ensue as they meet with other 
families while also trying to establish 
and make sense of their own.
 
The Royal Tenenbaums (2002)
This classic Wes Anderson film follows 
the Tenenbaums, a family of geniuses 
torn apart by their parents’ separation. 
After their rich father (Gene Hackman) 
runs out of money, he lies to his 
family that he has stomach cancer and 
wants to make amends to his family 
before his death, bringing them back 
together for the first time in 22 years. 
Meanwhile, Richie (Luke Wilson) and 
Margot (Gwyneth Paltrow) struggle 
with being secretly in love with one 
another, despite being adoptive siblings.
Frances Ha (2012) 
Frances (played by Greta Gerwig) is a 
dancer’s apprentice based in New York, 
although she doesn’t have a permanent 
place to live. As her best friend starts 
becoming serious with her boyfriend, 
the two young women grow apart. 
Frances struggles to deal with a break-
up, getting her life and career together, 
and the devastating disappointments 
that come with adulthood. This film has 
important lessons about relationships, 
life, and how to love yourself. It may hit a 
little too close to home if you have ever 
been a young adult struggling to find 
your place in the world (a.k.a. everyone). 
Blue is the Warmest Color (2013)
15-year-old Adèle (Adèle Exarchopoulos) 
has her life changed forever when she 
meets Emma (Léa Seydoux), a blue-
haired girl with whom she pursues a 
relationship. The film follows Adèle as 
she learns about love and loss as well as 
struggling with social acceptance, her 
sexuality, and her maturing relationship.
Lost in Translation (2003)
Love and friendship bloom under 
strange circumstances in this film. 
Bob (Bill Murray) is dissatisfied with 
his plummeting career as an actor and 
decides to take a job in Japan doing 
a whiskey commercial. Similarly, 
Charlotte (Scarlett Johansson) is 
disenchanted with her marriage, as 
her successful photographer husband 
leaves her  behind in a hotel room 
as he works. The two strangers meet 
in a Tokyo hotel bar and begin a 
strange but intimate friendship.  
Harold and Maude (1971)
Harold (Bud Cort) is a 20-year-
old boy obsessed with death. In an 
attempt to get attention from his rich, 
neglectful mother, he stages various 
fake suicides and eagerly awaits 
the day he will meet his ultimate 
demise. While at a funeral, he meets 
79-year-old Maude (Ruth Gordon), 
a woman who shares his fascination 
with death but uses it as an excuse to 
live her life to the fullest. This movie 
will change the way you see love and 
relationships, and might also give you 
an appreciation for Cat Stevens music. 
Moonlight (2016) 
Moonlight is the thoughtful, devastating 
story of a young boy who struggles 
to understand himself and the 
world around him as he grows older 
and slowly comes to terms with his 
sexuality. The film chronicles the 
character Little, as it follows him 
throughout life in a rough Miami 
neighbourhood, where he experiences 
friendship, heartbreak, and love.
Nothing says Valentine’s Day like a 
film that will break your heart
öö Seven unconventionally romantic films
Jessica Berget
Staff Writer
Colten Kamlade
Columnist
Canadian horror: Where it’s 
been and where it’s going
öö A history of horror films from this side of the border
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@TOPDC_Sports  O Battling the best 
 O Two of the best collide
 O Work out while you put out
And more!
INSTITUTION CONF PTS
VIU 12-2 24
LANGARA 11-3 22
CAPILANO 10-4 20
DOUGLAS 6-7 12
QUEST 5-9 10
CAMOSUN 4-10 8
CBC 0-13 0
MEN’S BASKETBALL
INSTITUTION CONF PTS
CAPILANO 13-1 26
DOUGLAS 10-3 20
VIU 9-5 18
CAMOSUN 6-8 12
QUEST 6-8 12
LANGARA 4-10 8
CBC 0-13 0
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
INSTITUTION CONF PTS
VIU 16-2 32
UFV 15-5 30
CAMOSUN 13-7 26
DOUGLAS 9-11 18
COTR 9-13 18
CAPILANO 8-10 16
CBC 0-22 0
MEN’S VOLLEYBALL
INSTITUTION CONF PTS
VIU 15-3 30
DOUGLAS 15-5 30
CAPILANO 13-5 26
CAMOSUN 8-12 16
COTR 8-14 16
UFV 7-13 14
CBC 4-18 8
WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL
Where were you during the snow-pocalypse of 2017? Where were you when the city shut down because 
nobody has snow tires? Well I know where I was. I was 
at Douglas College watching one of the best—if not the 
best—game I’ve seen here since the season began.  
Let’s talk about the matchup really quick. The 
Capilano Blues came into the game with a record of 
10–3, looking to push to 11 wins. The Royals had a record 
of 5–7. To say they were the underdog would be a vast 
understatement. But they didn’t play like it at all.
The Royals had an explosive start to the game going 
up 19–1. However, the Blues showed a flash of their own 
talent which has gotten them so far this season, and it 
was 19–12 before anyone knew it. 
The second quarter was a thriller. Both teams traded 
points, with neither yielding too much ground for the 
other. Going into halftime, the Blues had made a bit of 
progress at digging into the Royals’ lead, but the home 
squad still lead 37–32. 
Now if I could have been in that locker room when 
Joe Enevoldson spoke to his team, I would have loved 
it. Something he said inspired the squad. And they 
responded marvellously. They poured on the offence and 
ripped through the Blues. 
The third quarter saw the Royals burn the Blues for 
32 points, while they could only answer with 18 of their 
own. Where the Royals regularly struggle is with closing 
out games. The fourth quarter has been deadly for them, 
but today, that was not the case. The Douglas squad 
powered on for a huge 29 points in the fourth quarter, and 
a crazy finish. In a fashion that no one quite expected, the 
Royals blew the lights out at home, and ran away with the 
game. 
Several Royals had massive individual games. Grant 
Campbell had 27 points, 8 assists, and 4 rebounds on 
the night, while Malcolm Mensah had 22 points. Rookie 
Lambert Pajayon came in clutch several times during 
the night with 13 points, while also clocking more than 
30 minutes. However, it was Reese Morris that came 
away with the accolades of the night. He picked up his 
second double-double on the season with 16 points and 11 
rebounds. 
With that win, the Royals brought themselves just 
a little bit further away from the Quest Kermodes, who 
sit one win away from them on the table, and one game 
closer to the Blues, who are still 3 wins ahead of the 
Royals. The Royals do have an extra game to play, as the 
game against CBC the next day was cancelled due to the 
snow. They can use that came to really make up some lost 
ground, and take themselves further up the table.
Getting better everyday
Davie Wong
Sports Editor
öö Men’s Basketball hitting a turning point?
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It’s a match up that many have marked on their calendars. The VIU Mariners 
are coming to visit the Royals, and it’s 
going to be a great match up. While 
playoffs are guaranteed for both the 
teams, the match will really be a test for 
the Royals. The Mariners, the top team 
in the PACWEST, and fourth best team 
in the CCAA, represent the top flight of 
competition. With two weeks until the 
end of the season, this matchup may be 
an indication of how the Royals shape up 
come time for the playoffs. 
The Douglas squad is coming into 
the Mariners matchup off of a tight 
matchup against the Camosun Chargers 
the week before. A split result saw the 
Royals go 3–1 in both games, with the 
game going both ways. Offensively, the 
team looks good to go. With weapons 
like Justin Faester, Devon Dunn, Jerry 
Yan, and Johnson Yi, the Royals can 
never really be too short on swinging 
arms. 
However, one of the concerns that 
was brought to attention during their 
loss was their defence. It’s no secret that 
the Royals struggle with going from set 
pieces to a free-form defence. It’s hard to 
accomplish correctly, and even harder to 
really nail down. But the Royals are not 
easily deterred. Watch for them to be 
pulling out new plays and trying to make 
things happen, as if the matchup is like 
any other. 
Meanwhile, the Mariners will be 
coming in off of a couple of postponed 
games. Whether or not they play those 
game this week will be crucial to the 
Royals chances. If they do end up 
playing, the fatigue could be enough for 
the Royals to do them in. If they don’t? 
Well, the Royals will be playing a VIU 
squad coming off what is essentially a 
bye-week. 
At their best, the VIU Mariners 
might actually be a National contender. 
They nearly have it all. And the 
difference between this year’s squad 
and last year’s squad is immense. I 
don’t expect them to pull any punches, 
nor take any shortcuts. They may elect 
to rest some of their players halfway 
through the game, or not even play them 
at all, but that would be their downfall. 
The Royals, while looking humble, are 
actually quite efficient at dispatching 
complacent opponents. 
Having gone 4–2 in the last three 
weeks, the Royals are coming in hot 
handed. If they can even manage to take 
a game of the Mariners, I’d consider that 
a huge stepping stone. Because when 
playoffs come along, one game is all it 
takes.
A true test
Davie Wong
Sports Editor
öö Men’s Volleyball faces 
Mariners test next week
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I hate working out, but I love having sex. So, what better thing to combine my workouts than sex? 
Fortunately—if you’re getting any—sex can be a pretty 
intense physical activity, so here are just some athletic 
sexual positions that can be used as a workout, or even 
just to work up a good sweat. 
Missionary
Turns out, the most vanilla position is the best position 
for your core. Since there 
is quite a bit of 
thrusting 
involved, your 
core muscles 
are 
engaged, 
which 
will 
help improve your 
core strength over time. There are 
advantages for both participants, whether you’re on 
top or bottom. Planking yourself over your partner 
while you’re on top is a great way to work out 
your quadriceps, your abdomen, and even the 
gluteus maximus. If you’re on bottom, 
thrusting into your partner while 
squeezing your buttocks is a great 
way to work out  
your glutes. 
The Wheelbarrow
It’s not the sexiest name for a 
sex position, but it is a fun one, 
and one that requires a lot of 
upper body strength for both 
participants. This position will 
leave your shoulders burning, as if you 
were just lifting weights at the gym, 
making this one of the more athletic positions on  
this list.
Cowgirl/Reverse 
Cowgirl
Whichever cowgirl 
or cowboy you are, 
this position will 
leave your gluteus 
maximized. 
With the 
standard 
Cowgirl position, 
the person on top 
has their legs firmly placed 
on the bed or floor and thrusts up and down, which 
engages their core, butt and even their thighs. This 
position works up quite the sweat (believe me), so you 
may as well stay home from the gym. Meanwhile, the 
person on bottom has the option to thrust upwards, 
also engaging their core, as well as their pelvic area. 
Stand and Deliver
You won’t be needing a bed for 
this position, making it great 
for an afternoon quickie, or 
for when you just can’t wait 
to get back home. 
This one enables 
both participants 
to utilize their 
upper body 
strength, as whoever 
is the stander must 
lift their partner for 
a period of time. The 
leg and core muscles 
are also engaged as 
the stander must both 
keep their balance and 
thrust into their partner 
simultaneously. This is also a great upper body workout 
for the receiver as they hold onto their partner, and 
work their core to keep themselves balanced.   
The Lotus
If you’re looking for a 
more up-close and 
intimate position 
to work your core 
and butt, look no 
further. Similar 
to the missionary 
position, the lotus 
position engages 
your core muscles 
and works your 
glutes as you 
thrust into your 
partner.
The Bridge
If you’re skipping the gym to have sex, this is your go to 
position. This pose is not recommended for amateurs 
or for banging on the daily, as it requires 
quite a bit of strength. Using 
all four limbs to hold up 
your own body, your 
partner holds up 
your lower body 
and thrusts into 
you, working 
out almost all 
the essential 
muscles. Your 
biceps, triceps, 
abdomen, quads, 
glutes, and calves 
are all at play 
here as you try 
to stabilize yourself, making this the most athletic 
position on our list.
Work out while you put out
Jessica Berget
Staff Writer
öö Six most athletic sex positions 
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There is an island that lies between Vancouver and Richmond. 
If you go there by bus, it is then a 10-minute walk from Marine 
Drive, halfway across the Knight Street Bridge, down and around 
the exit ramp to an area ﬁ lled with huge, industrial buildings. 
If it's dark, the underside of the bridge is pitch black. If it's 
raining, the puddles pool in the giant parking lots beside the 
empty semi-trucks. 
To the right of the bridge, there is a metal sign that reads 
"BEACH," but Mitchell Island's shores do not have anywhere ideal 
to lounge. 
The bent metal sign points to the far end of the warehouse 
furthest back. The sound of cars ﬂ ying by on the Knight Street 
Bridge nearly drown out the bustle and shouts from inside the 
building that houses an indoor beach. 
Cars ﬁ ll the lot, and beyond the two glass doors crowned 
with a sign reading 6pack Indoor Beach is light and noise and sand. 
"It was my Disneyland," said 6pack Indoor Beach Operations 
Coordinator Kyle Pressacco. He runs the facilities at the warehouse 
on Mitchell island, which has been transformed into a warm, sandy 
beach every day of the year. 
Pressacco got his start at the indoor beach after he was the 
ﬁ rst person to "Like" the ﬁ rst Facebook post put out by 6pack 
Indoor Beach. He was then invited to a soft opening, and has been 
a ﬁ xture in the building ever since. 
"I love beach volleyball, and I love this facility, so it just kind 
of made sense," Pressacco said. 
As he talked, he picked up a handful of sand and showed how 
easily it ran through his ﬁ nger. 
"The beauty of this sand is there's no rocks, shells, they 
brought all this sand in, so you're never going to have to worry 
about that."
The facility was opened upon 2011 by two childhood friends 
who wanted to continue playing beach volleyball all year round. 
"They really loved beach volleyball," Pressacco said, "and they 
wanted to open a place basically where we could go play beach 
volleyball in the winter." 
They trucked 700 metric tons of sand into a warehouse, set 
up ﬁ ve beach volleyball nets, and the rest fell into place. 
Pressacco found the indoor beach to be a haven for him and 
others who were braving the cold on Kits Beach just to get a few 
coaching opportunities, and she spends her Monday evenings 
being coached on how to improve her game. 
"I started in the fours league, and then I found out you could 
get coaching, and so now we get coached every Monday and I 
think there's 8 of us in the group."
Scott said that some of her friends were amazed when they 
learned that she was playing beach volleyball well into the winter 
months. 
"[People] go: 'What do you play in the winter?' and I say 
'Oh, I still play beach volleyball,' and they get that weird look and 
they're like 'Where, outside?' and I say 'Oh no, there's a warehouse 
full of sand at 6pack.' I love it." 
Pressacco noted that while many of the players that come to 
6pack are familiar faces, not a lot of Vancouver seems to be aware 
of the tropical gem hiding on the Fraser River. 
"Honestly I don't think all of Vancouver even knows about 
6pack Indoor Beach, and as we continue, there's just so many 
different things that you can do here," he said. 
The facility has brought in some additional activities to draw 
in another type of crowd; one that enjoys dodgeball, paintball, 
and-wait for it-archery.  
On certain days the volleyball courts are lowered, the 
protective masks go on, and those who sign up are free to shoot 
cushion tipped arrows at each other across the sandy courts. 
6pack Indoor Beach was the ﬁ rst to have archery tag in a 
facility, and Pressacco said that it has been quite the success.
"Archery tag has been a huge hit; it has really taken over. It's 
basically if you imagine a Hunger Games version of dodgeball, so 
no one actually dies, but they have a lot of fun."
With a new sport comes new staff, in the form of Archery 
Tag Referee Connolly Twaites. He runs the archery tag games and 
works the front desk at 6pack, and said that the job has been 
great for him. 
"So far it's been a lot of fun. I primarily deal with archery tag 
and the front desk here. Archery tag is so much fun, and working 
the front desk is great because I like interacting with people as 
well." 
Archery tag runs its most competitive games on Sundays, 
in which a team can only win by eliminating every player of the 
opposition. Other versions of the game are similar to the different 
versions of dodgeball, and Twaites said that they have even 
started getting archery tag regulars along with the usual beach 
volleyball regulars he sees on a weekly basis. 
"A couple of the volleyball players we have here tonight I 
know on a ﬁ rst name basis; I see them every Monday night, every 
week," he said. "We also have regulars in all the other sessions as 
well who I'm on a ﬁ rst name basis with." 
With 6pack still being relatively young, it remains an 
undiscovered treasure by many in Vancouver. Pressacco is hoping 
that will be a thing of the past, and is excited about where the 
facility is heading. 
After walking out of the warehouse, the air felt colder and 
the ground harder, though inside the sounds of shouts, bumps, 
and spikes could still be heard above the noise of the cars driving 
over the Fraser River. 
Sometimes they played beach volleyball until one in the 
morning, Prossacco had said, as no one keeps much track of time in 
a place where it is always a sunny and dry summer day. 
games in during the rainy seasons. 
"I used to even wear sand socks and long johns, and I was 
on the beach in November, one time when it was even slightly 
snowing, and we were playing outside," he said, and he was not 
alone. 
6pack hosts many different leagues of beach volleyball to 
accommodate Vancouver's eager volleyball community. The facility 
offers sixes, fours, and twos leagues, with each league having its 
own designated days each week. 
However, league play isn't the only way of playing beach 
volleyball that 6pack indoor beach has to offer. 
"We have professional coaches that come in with athletes 
that are amateurs that want to get better and play in 
tournaments, so that's another great aspect," Pressacco explained. 
During the interview, the Monday coaching clinic players were 
just leaving and the fours league was warming up. Jennifer Scott 
was one of the players hanging out on the sidelines, having been 
on the beach for a few hours already.  
She started out playing in the fours league at 6pack, but as 
she has continued playing she moved over to twos. 
"I sub[stitute] sometimes but I don't play very much of 
fours anymore," she said. Scott also takes advantage of 6pack's 
Enjoy a day at 
even in this snowy weather
Indoor beach has warm sand and cold drinks
By Chandler Walter, Assistant Editor 
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Well I’d be lying if I said I hadn’t been waiting for this match 
since the beginning of the season. The 
defending National champions, the 
VIU Mariners, are coming to play the 
Douglas College Royals in what will 
likely be a battle of epic proportions. 
The best ranked team in the CCAA 
are definitely no push overs. With a 
record of 15–3, they have more than 
dominated the PACWEST this season. 
With 3 of their players in the top 10 kills 
per set in the PACWEST, and 3 in the 
top 10 total offensive stats per set in the 
PACWEST, the VIU roster is definitely 
not short on talent. 
Their record also speaks to their 
skill. Having gone 5–1 since the second 
half of the season, the Mariners are 
currently on a five game tear. With their 
games last weekend being postponed, 
they could very well be coming into the 
Royals court having had a full week’s 
worth of rest. Definitely not a good 
premonition for the Royals. 
However, the Royals have their own 
things going for them. Right up there 
in the standings with VIU, the Royals 
share the illustrious top spot with the 
Mariners, holding a record of 15–5. The 
Royals also have a squad that can go toe 
to toe with any player on the Mariners 
line-up. Juliana Penner, Vicki Schley, 
and Vania Oliveira are just some of the 
heavy hitters the Royals have going for 
them. In the middle they line up two 
of the best blockers in the league in 
Georgia Hurry and Autumn Davidson. 
And covering them defensively is 
Claudia Corneil, who is pound-for-
pound one of the best at her position of 
libero in the PACWEST and maybe  
even CCAA. 
While not as dominant as the 
Mariners, the Royals have still been 
on top of their form, going 6–2 since 
the beginning of the second half of 
the season. However, one of the most 
important factors happen to be who the 
Royals already beat. One of the Mariners’ 
three losses belongs to the Royals, who 
defeated them handily in a 3–1 bout.
So we know that the Mariners can 
be beat, and we definitely know that the 
Royals can beat them. While the idea 
of the Mariners coming off a bye week 
is terrifying, they still have to travel to 
Douglas, which we know is quite the 
journey in and of itself. While part of me 
hopes that their ferry ride is long and 
draining, I also want to see these two 
teams performing at their peaks. After 
all, this could very well be a preview of 
the PACWEST Championship Finals.
Two of the best collide
öö Women’s volleyball powerhouse clash
I always look forward to these games. Not only is Capilano a good team, they 
are undisputedly the best team in the 
PACWEST this year. As an undefeated 
team, they are the team to beat. For 
the Royals, this was a fight to prove 
themselves against the league’s best 
squad. And boy did it not disappoint.
From the start of the game, it was 
action packed. The Royals executed 
wonderfully to open the game. They 
managed to grab 16 points while keeping 
the Blues to just 6 points in the first 
quarter. While the first quarter was 
exciting, the second quarter was a bit 
messier and definitely a thriller. Neither 
team could really get too much on the 
board as shots just didn’t make it. While 
the defensive show was spectacular, six 
points from the Royals and four points 
from the Blues is hardly what either 
coach would expect or want. Going 
into half time, the score was netted up 
20–14. The third quarter was a fantastic 
display of skill from both sides. The Blues 
snagged the lead a couple of times in the 
quarter, managing to score 23 points in 
the process. However, if it’s anything the 
Royals have been this season, it’s been 
clutch. They managed to keep themselves 
in the lead, scoring 18 points.  
The Blues had one last effort, and 
nearly managed to pull out a win, but the 
Royals put players just where they needed 
to be, and scored just enough points to 
keep them afloat. The Royals picked up 
the win 57–51. 
The Royals could thank a couple of 
players for that win. Ellen Fallis had a 
massive night, picking up 21 points and 
7 rebounds. Rachel Beauchamp also had 
a fantastic 18-point performance, with 9 
rebounds to boot.
The win snapped the Blues’ 13-game 
win-streak and brought the Royals one 
game closer to the coveted first seed. They 
currently sit behind the Blues, trailing 
them by three games, and sit ahead of the 
VIU Mariners by a single game. However, 
the Royals have a game that has yet to be 
played. Due to the snow, the Royals game 
against the CBC Bearcats was rescheduled. 
The Bearcats, who sit at the bottom 
of the table winless, face off against the 
Royals sometime this week. It should be 
an easy win for the Royals, which will 
bring them within two of the Blues, and 
two away from the Mariners.  This would 
grant them a real chance of fighting for 
the first seed, while also allowing them 
some semblance of security.
Battling the best
Davie Wong
Sports Editor
öö Women’s Basketball faces off against the Blues
Davie Wong
Sports Editor
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Life & StyLe
Have an idea for a story? 
 lifeandstyle@theotherpress.ca
 O Beauty on a budget: Essence  
Longlasting Lipstick
 O Hit the spot
 O Planning the perfect bro-date
And more!
If you don’t view February 14 as a corporate hallmark holiday—rather as 
a celebration of all things love-related—
Valentine’s Day may be what you consider 
a big deal. Valentine’s Day is a day that you 
can show love and affection to your best 
friends, your family, and even your pets. 
Most commonly, however, it is perceived 
as a day to appreciate a romantic partner.
Yet what if you have only just recently 
entered into a relationship (monogamous 
or not) with someone? The beginning of 
a relationship is a time where people try 
to put their best foot forward, playing 
jump rope with a line between showing 
intimacy and not being overbearing. 
Valentine’s Day (or any occasion 
where you could be expected to do 
something special) is a stressful ordeal. 
Perhaps having the right idea of what to 
do may come easily if you have known this 
person for an extended period of time, but 
if you’ve just started dating, this is often 
not the case. My advice for new couples 
would simply be to communicate. Do you 
or your partner even like this holiday? If 
you both answer no, don’t stress too much 
over it. If you do, perhaps discuss what 
you like about Valentine’s Day, or maybe 
even discuss what you like about dates 
in general. Do they like the traditional 
fancy date with flowers and chocolates? 
Is their idea of a nice evening curling 
up with pizza and beer while watching 
a marathon of Bojack Horseman? 
It’s also important to assess where you 
and your partner emotionally are in this 
relationship. Maybe you both fell head 
over heels for each other overnight and 
a romantic hotel suite in Whistler seems 
like a perfect Valentine’s Day. However, if 
you are both still testing the waters and 
prefer something more light-hearted, 
then go for something simpler instead.
Yet what if you are both on different 
levels? If you feel very passionate about 
your partner, but they are taking longer to 
become emotionally invested, don’t force 
some grandiose celebration on them. It 
doesn’t mean that you can’t show that you 
care or that you have to be dishonest about 
how you feel, but consider that making 
a big deal out of a single day so early on 
may be overwhelming or downright scary 
for your partner. Perhaps you are on the 
other side of this equation, where you’re 
just wanting to take things slow and your 
partner lets you know that they absolutely 
adore you. Communicate early on and 
stand your ground so that they may not 
get ahead of themselves, or get any wrong 
ideas, but try to understand that what 
they do is because they care about you. 
If your relationship stands the tests 
of the first several months, days like 
Valentine’s Day can serve as cherished 
early memories. Every relationship is 
unique, so do something that is unique 
to all parties involved. Don’t stress out 
too much about it though, because after 
all, it is just another day of the year.
Valentine’s Day for people who have 
been dating for five minutes
öö Celebrating special moments in a new relationship
Mercedes Deutscher
News Editor
In my previous entries into this series, which offers up advice on making 
that transition from console to PC 
gaming, I mentioned something called 
key mapping, a term many people 
were confused by. This is mostly only 
important in games in which your 
character is imbued with various skills 
and powers that change and become 
better as you level them up. If any of 
those skills and powers are classified as 
“active,” it means you have to activate 
them via a command of some sort. This 
is opposed to “passive” skills, which are 
either always active, or will activate on 
their own when certain criteria is met. 
For example, a common passive skill in 
a game is that your defence is boosted 
if you fall below 30 per cent health. 
One of the advantages of PC gaming 
is that the use of a keyboard offers you 
more buttons to have active powers or 
skills assigned to. On a console, you 
are limited by the number of buttons 
on your controller, unless you want to 
get into combining buttons, and that 
can get complicated really fast. The 
act of choosing where to assign what 
skills/powers is called key mapping.
In general—and this is for any 
game—you can go online and get a hot key 
map that someone has already laid out. 
This will then tell you what skills, items, 
or powers to place where in regards to key 
mapping. My advice is to check these out 
to get a handle on what abilities might 
be important, but don’t treat these maps 
as gospel—there is room for deviation. 
Whether you play on a game pad or a 
regular keyboard, there are a couple things 
you’ll need to keep in mind. Your most 
basic attack, and the one with the lowest 
“cool down”—the time until a skill can be 
used again after you use it—must always 
be equipped to your left mouse button, 
because it is the easiest button to hit. The 
right mouse button is dependent on your 
style of play. If you like characters with low 
defence, then I advise equipping some sort 
of dodge, jump back, or parry skill here. 
If you play a character with really high 
defence, then I advise equipping some sort 
of buff—a skill or spell that temporarily 
increases your base stats—or a taunt 
that will draw enemy aggression if you’re 
playing in a group. If you’re using a gaming 
mouse that has extra buttons, I prefer 
equipping items to these, because then all 
your item effects will be grouped together 
and easy to hit with your thumb for when 
you need them. Some games allow you to 
use the scroll button as well, which is great 
for switching between weapons quickly.
As for the other keys, I just have a 
few simple guidelines. The skills/powers 
with the lowest cool downs are going to 
be the ones you will use the most, so keep 
your favourites within easy reach of your 
index and pinky finger. These two fingers 
have the greatest range of motion and 
generally have the fastest reflex time. Try 
not to assign anything with the intention 
of using your thumb, unless it is a dodge, a 
jump, or a jump back assigned to the space 
bar. The thumb will usually never move 
from the space bar, because otherwise 
it will throw off the other motion keys. 
Skills/powers with a cool down between 
5–10 seconds should be assigned to keys 
within reach of the middle and ring 
finger, and anything greater—meaning 
abilities you will activate only a couple 
times during a basic battle—can either be 
assigned below or above your immediate 
range. Try to limit your use of these long 
cool down abilities, and focus only on 
one or two of them. I find it helpful to 
assign them just out of reach of my index 
finger because it is the easiest to move 
and return into my regular position.
Keep in mind that key mapping is 
not a permanent thing. It can and will 
be changed as you level and receive new 
powers and abilities to use. Try out a 
couple different variations, and tweak it 
as needed to best suit how you play. Just 
like with a controller, the key is to use 
those keys so often that you automatically 
know what they are and what they’ll do. 
It’s all a matter or muscle memory.
Brittney MacDonald
Life & Style Editor
Get Good vol. 3
öö The quest for key-mapping perfection
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Career 
Fair
27th Annual 
 © Meet prospective employers one on one
 © Submit your resumé to company recruiters
 © Explore different fields and career paths
Contact the Student Employment Centre for tips on how to:
© Approach employers © Dress appropriately © Prep your resumé
PREPARE!
More info: bit.ly/CareerFair17
Open to Douglas College students and alumni. 
Hosted by the Student Employment Centre and the Alumni Association. 
Tuesday, Feb. 28
10am–3pm 
Coquitlam Campus 
atrium 
Thursday, March 2
10am–3pm
New Westminster 
Campus, concourse
Tuesday, March 7
10am–3pm
New Westminster 
Campus, concourse
17-012
I’d never paid much attention to the Essence stands in Shoppers 
Drug Mart, even though the prices 
were significantly less than other 
drugstore brands. However, after 
reviewing and testing their lip 
liner last year (fantastic) and their 
eyebrow gel a few months back 
(super useful and convenient), 
they’ve definitely won me over. This 
appreciation led to me testing out 
their line of long-lasting lipsticks, 
which again left me very impressed.
The Longlasting Lipstick line 
is available in nine regular colours 
and three nudes at Shoppers, but 
there is a bigger variety available 
on the brand’s website. Barring 
the more out-there colours, you 
should be able to get whatever 
you need from the regular stock. I 
purchased it in four colours: Barely 
There! (06), a dusty-rose otherwise 
known as a my-lips-but-better 
shade; Natural Beauty (07),which 
is a warm pink; Velvet Matt (24), 
a bold, cool pinkish-purple; and 
Time for a Toffee Break? (28), a 
deep, warm brown. In addition to 
these, there are a few more pinks, 
a light and deep red, and a peach. 
The only shade I find doesn’t 
really suit me is Velvet Matt (24), 
since it’s too cool-toned for my 
skin and looks a little jarring. One 
way I found to make it work for me 
was by putting just a bit on and 
blending it in like a tint, which 
was subtler and still lasted well. I’ll 
definitely be getting a lot of wear 
out of Barely There! (06), since it’s 
the sort of colour that I lean heavily 
on for my day-to-day looks, and 
while Natural Beauty (07) isn’t as 
much my cup of tea, it’ll be pretty 
for spring. By far, though, the nicest 
is Time for a Toffee Break? (28). I 
don’t usually wear brown lipsticks, 
but it was incredibly flattering and 
unique without being too out-there. 
Not all lines have a shade like this 
one, so it’s a stand-out for me. 
The lipsticks are creamy with 
a little shine making them a satin 
as opposed to a matte finish, and 
you can’t see your natural lip colour 
underneath, which is important, 
especially with less natural colours 
like Velvet Matt (24). The formula 
feels nice on my lips, and isn’t 
bothersome or clumpy throughout 
the day. The lipsticks come in sleek 
black tubes with a ring of the colour 
under the cap, so you can tell what 
each shade is without opening 
them up or looking at the bottom, 
which is always appreciated. The 
packaging generally looks sharp, 
and doesn’t seem cheap in any way.
I honestly like everything 
about these lipsticks, which makes 
the price point even sweeter—at 
Shoppers, which is usually more 
expensive than its competitors, 
each is only $3.49. There’s no 
real excuse not to try one out 
to see if you like them. If you 
do, they’re a super cheap way to 
stock up on some nice lip options 
and break away from matte-
everything with spring on its way!
Lauren Kelly
Editor-in-Chief
Beauty on a 
budget: 
Essence 
Longlasting 
Lipstick
öö A rare jewel at a great price
Velvet 
Matt (24)
Barely 
There! (06)
Natural 
Beauty (07)
Time for a Toffee 
Break? (28)
Photographs by Lauren Kelly
We’re feeling the love here at the Other Press office, but February 
isn’t all about getting it on like Donkey Kong—it’s a time for family 
too. BC’s family day is right around the corner, with Valentines Day 
right on its heels. So with that percolating, I had the privilege of 
asking some of our staff what songs they had on their minds. Here’s 
the playlist we came up with. You can listen in via our YouTube 
channel, or on Spotify by searching “the Other Playlist by The OP.”
1. Dare you by Wolfside (Mercedes)
2. Need You Now by Lady Antebellum (Davie)
3. Furr by Blitzen Trapper (Chandler)
4. Beyond Love by Beach House (Jessica)
5. This Beautiful Life by Colony House (Aaron)
6. Falling Slowly by Glen Hansard and 
Marketa Irglova (Analyn)
7. Diamond on a Landmine by Billy Talent (Caroline)
8. Let’s Fall in Love by Mother Mother (Brittney)
Brittney MacDonald
Life and Style Editor
otherplaylistthe
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Valentine’s Day shouldn’t just be about romantic love. It’s an opportunity to 
spend time with the people who matter, 
and friends can be the most important 
people in your life. Plan a classic bro-
date with an old friend (“bro” and “dude” 
are going to be used here in their non-
gendered Californian contexts). Maybe 
the significant other is out of town, 
maybe one of you has recently become 
single, maybe you both just need time 
away from the romantic life. Here are 
some options for a nostalgic night out 
with that long-time bro in your life.
Night on the town
Pub night! Vancouver is one of the 
best cities in the world for pub nights. 
Gastown is always a safe bet, but almost 
anywhere urban in the entire greater 
Vancouver area is good. This is not the 
cheapest option, but it does get you out 
and about, meeting new people and 
opening the option for zany shenanigans 
like exploring abandoned buildings or 
falling asleep on a curb. After you’re 
good and boozy, find a comfortable 
chair, park bench, or sidewalk and 
reminisce about the “good old days,”  
like that time you both wandered 
around in the old forest outside your 
high school and found an idyllic pond 
and a dead dog next to a heroin needle. 
Surrey sure was great back in the day.
Nostalgia walk
If you’re (un)lucky enough to still live 
near where you grew up, go visit the old 
haunts. The elementary school where 
you met, or the first basement suite one 
of you ever lived in on your own. Just the 
familiar old streets can bring back a lot of 
good memories, and that’s what tonight 
is all about. This is best done sober in my 
opinion, so you can legitimately catch up 
with your buddy and bring you back to 
when you were kids. If you don’t live near 
where you grew up, go explore the new 
territory and compare the new and the old.
Gaming
You don’t need booze or nostalgia 
to reconnect. Destroy in NHL 2016 or 
Call of Duty’s zombies-mode like you 
always used to. If your friend moved 
away to another town, play online and 
rekindle the friendship with the spirit of 
competition and a can of ass-whooping. 
This is the easiest, most relaxing option. 
It’s amazing how fast gaming can 
make the night feel like old times.
Movie night
Films and booze go hand in hand. Splash 
some rum into a fountain drink and 
watch the shittiest movies in theatre—
pick ones empty enough to be able to 
stretch your legs out and to chat a bit 
without annoying anyone. Alternatively, 
Netflix has its extensive collection of 
cheesy ’80s schlock that reminds you 
of your childhood. Suggested film/
drink pairings: Pacific Rim with a ton of 
Molson or Budweiser, Jurassic Park with 
a nice craft dark lager, or Hobo with a 
Shotgun with shots of straight absinthe.
Greg Waldock
Staff Writer
Planning the perfect bro-date
öö How to catch up with an old buddy on Valentines
Seeing as it is February, romance is in the air, and on a lot of people’s 
minds! How can you ensure that you 
please that special someone on the 
day of reckoning  aka V-day? Well, you 
could go the sugar daddy/mama route 
and shower them with gifts, or you 
could just be a really amazing lover…
Sound difficult? That’s because it 
is. Sex is like a really awkward game of 
Calvin-Ball—the rules constantly change 
and you never know if you’re winning 
or losing until someone yells “Done!”
However, if it’s your intention to 
woo your beloved or obligatory one-
night-stand, have no fear! I am here to 
educate and enlighten regarding that 
one perfect pleasure button in all of us. 
Known as the G-spot in women, 
and the P-spot in men, this little 
bundle of nerves is the hot key to 
romantic success. But where do you 
find such an illusive temptation?
With the G-spot, it’s a common 
misconception that it is located along 
the back of the vaginal wall. This isn’t 
true. The G-spot is actually the back of 
the clitoris, so it is located inside the 
vagina, near the vaginal opening. The 
quickest way to find it? Make a “G” with 
your hand, curling your thumb in towards 
the inside of your palm to form the little 
cleft. Insert your thumb past the vaginal 
opening, laying your fingers over the 
pubic bone. Your curled thumb is now 
rubbing up against the G-spot. So for 
those of you who were concerned, the 
saying is true—size really doesn’t matter.
The P-spot is a little trickier to find. 
P-spot actually refers to the prostate, 
which is located in the middle of the 
pelvis. Only men have them, and they 
are incredibly sensitive. It has some 
prime real estate, being as it is located 
between the penis and the bladder, but 
this also makes it a little harder to find, 
since it’s smaller than the G-spot. The 
easiest way to find the P-spot is to insert 
your finger into the rectum and run it 
along the wall closest to the penis until 
your partner tells you that you found 
it. If butt stuff isn’t your thing, you can 
also stimulate the prostate by applying 
some serious pressure on the perineum 
while your partner has an erection. This 
is a little trickier, but it is doable. Press 
up as much as you can with two fingers, 
and then forward. You’ll be able to feel 
the muscle, just try to rub against it. 
If this all sounds a little too 
complicated, or you’re not sure you want 
to risk fumbling around in the dark, 
there are plenty of adult toys that you 
can incorporate into your Valentine’s 
Day jubilation that are made to stimulate 
these elusive pleasure points.
Hit the spot
öö The mysteries of the G-spot and P-spot
Brittney MacDonald
Life & Style Editor
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Have an idea for a story? 
 opinions@theotherpress.ca
 O White supremacy is an extreme threat  
to civilization
 O Is this the end of physical media?
 O Governments should be challenged 
regularly
And more!
Tragedy struck Quebec City on January 29 when a shooter murdered 
six people at the Islamic Cultural 
Centre. Prime Minister Justin Trudeau 
called it a terrorist attack, and the 
suspect was allegedly motivated by 
extreme white supremacist values. 
This attack was specifically carried 
out to suit an anti-Muslim agenda. 
There’s no easy answer for how to 
prevent these situations. Every mass 
killing is slightly different, and can be 
carried out through many methods—
but the majority of them, particularly 
in the US and Canada, have been done 
with guns. The Quebec City shooter 
used a pistol and rifle in the attack, both 
of which are legal to own in Canada. 
Our gun laws are stricter than in the 
US, and a lot fewer people own guns, 
but it’s still incredibly easy to obtain as 
many firearms as you want in Canada. 
All that’s required is that the owner 
take a one-day course on gun safety, 
then register each weapon. Many 
types of guns are illegal but can still 
be found on the black market, and the 
legal kinds are still very much fatal.
Some shootings (particularly 
within law enforcement) involve 
legitimate defence of one’s own body 
or of a victim, but many needless and 
illegal deaths and injuries occur. Over 
500 people die via bullets in Canada 
annually. Many of these are suicides, 
but 170 of those deaths are at the 
hands (and from the guns) of others.
Of course, guns and gun culture 
are enjoyed responsibly and legally by 
millions of Canadians, most of whom 
wish to use them for recreational target 
practice, hunting, and defence. Canada 
has about 30 guns for every 100 citizens 
(much less than our neighbours, who 
have 112 firearms for every 100 citizens). 
In fact, businessman and Conservative 
leader hopeful Kevin O’Leary posted 
a video on his Twitter of him shooting 
semi-automatic weapons at a range. 
He happened to post it the same day 
as the funeral held for victims of the 
Quebec shooting. While he removed 
it and apologized for the poor timing, 
it’s clear he’s a fan of firearms. 
I firmly believe most gun owners 
are non-dangerous, law-abiding 
citizens, and while there’s nothing in 
our constitution to prevent it, I don’t 
support a blanket ban on all guns. 
However, something needs to be done. If 
the Quebec City killer was denied access 
to a gun, his six victims may be alive 
today. He would’ve still had dangerous 
ideas that would require intervention, 
and he may have still gone on a killing 
spree with some other weapon, such as a 
crossbow or a knife. Still, this massacre 
was carried out partially because the 
perpetrator was easily able to buy a 
machine designed for killing people. 
And it’s not just murders; studies from 
other countries demonstrate less suicides 
occur when gun access is limited. Almost 
anyone can buy one of these machines 
in Canada, and we should remember 
that when another innocent Canadian 
dies from the pulling of a trigger. Maybe 
it’s time to re-examine our standards, 
and take a cue from other countries.
While it is the standard that people define losing virginity as having 
sex for the first time, this may not be 
always the case. It is possible that you 
can still feel like a virgin even after your 
first time, and that is completely valid.
To start, what does virginity mean 
to people? For a religious person, it may 
be something dear and sacred to them, 
something that must only be lost after 
getting married. 
For a non-religious person, there 
can be many different meanings. One 
person may think that their first time 
will be with the person who they want 
to experience something special with, 
like their first love. Another could be 
someone who considers losing their 
virginity as a rite of passage towards 
adulthood, so they are eager to lose it 
immediately in order to feel validated. 
There are those who think it’s nothing 
to worry about in the first place. And 
finally, there are those who actually lost 
it but felt it was anticlimactic, or maybe 
they still feel like they didn’t lose it at all. 
For most, virginity is this abstract 
concept that seems to hold importance. 
This could explain why there are people 
that, even after having had sex many 
times,  still feel like they have not really 
lost it. It could be for a sentimental 
reason, in that their first time was not 
special either emotionally, sexually, or 
both.
A wise person once told me that 
losing your virginity is not just a one-
time thing like “BAM! Lost it.” You 
lose your virginity “in ebbs and flows, 
and little waves.” Your sexuality is not 
entirely explored in a night. Frankly, 
I share the same sentiment, and I 
think that is a better way of explaining 
virginity than its current definition, 
because it then becomes an experience, 
rather than an idea.  
Virginity is a social construct. This 
means that it is a term created by people, 
and it just so happens that many people 
acknowledge its dictionary definition, 
which is: “The state of never having 
sexual intercourse.” Nevertheless, the 
emotional and psychological argument 
presented is one of the many reasons 
why losing your v-card does not always 
have to be after the first time.
Is it time to revisit Canada’s gun laws?
Sex does not equal a lost virginity
öö Making it easy to kill lots of people 
öö It’s up to you when to decide that it is lost
Cazzy Lewchuk
Opinions Editor
Carlos Bilan
Staff Writer
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Throughout most of recorded history—or at least since we started travelling 
around the world—white people have 
been oppressing others. Colonialism, 
the slave trade, the genocide of entire 
populations, and systematic racism all 
contribute to the white supremacist 
culture present today. While racism is 
generally frowned upon in society, it 
would be a lie to suggest that white people 
are not the most dominant and privileged 
people in Western society. Racism is 
still a very real and serious problem. 
The belief that white people are 
genetically and intelligently superior 
to other cultures is incredibly hurtful 
and inaccurate. Modern genetic studies 
continue to assert that ethnicity and race 
have no real meaning at an inner level, 
and that your ancestor’s geographical 
origins have nothing to do with your merit 
as a human being. Sadly, discrimination 
and misguided beliefs between 
populations continue to flourish. North 
America is not as racist as it was 50 years 
ago, but prejudice is still abundant.
The new leaders of the US 
government are perhaps the most bizarre, 
ridiculous, and racist ones in recent 
memory. President Trump has been 
criticized for his alarming comments 
on Hispanic, Muslim, Black, Asian, and 
Native American people, amongst many 
other groups and specific people he 
doesn’t like (particularly women). Many 
of his supporters are racist, ranging from 
“your redneck uncle who doesn’t care for 
immigrants” all the way to “full-on Nazi” 
and “member of the Ku Klux Klan.” 
Steve Bannon is the founder of 
Breitbart, a news platform that—in his 
own words—specifically caters to the 
“alt-right.” The “alt-right” movement was 
literally coined to spread white nationalist 
Nazi propaganda and generalized white 
supremacy. Bannon is heavily supported 
by the KKK, has praised fascism and 
nationalism, and repeatedly made anti-
Semitic comments about Jewish people. 
Steve Bannon is also Chief Strategist 
and Assistant to Donald Trump, and is 
extremely influential to the president. 
It’s easy to compare a bad situation 
to Hitler and Nazi Germany, but it’s also 
justified when the movements are so 
disturbingly similar. The Nazi’s rise to 
power began with talk of nationalism 
and directing hatred towards religious 
groups and immigrants. The Holocaust 
represented white supremacy and racism 
in its very worst form: the deaths of 
millions of people who were disliked 
by or disagreed with the government. 
Just listen to some of the things US 
government officials say about Muslims 
and replace the word “Muslims” with 
“Jews.” Are you concerned yet?
Obviously, I hope President Trump 
won’t be influenced by Steve Bannon to 
start constructing camps. However, that 
course of action wouldn’t even surprise 
me at this point, as the oppressive actions 
that have already been taken by the 
administration are truly terrifying. Racists 
and nationalists do not have anyone’s 
best interests at heart—particularly 
not non-white people’s—and they are 
an extremely dangerous threat to a 
tolerant, better world. We must learn 
from history and fight systemic and 
rampant racism, every single day.
A lot of attention has been given to fake news recently. The election in 
the states was a breeding ground for 
sensationalist stories, and it embittered 
people against news agencies. Right now, 
everyone is critical of everything, and 
it’s not just small time news and tabloids 
they’re skeptical of. The unreliability of 
organizations like CNN and Fox News 
has left people feeling hopeless. How 
can we know anything about current 
affairs when there is no consensus 
as to what is true? This is a problem, 
but the solution is easy: people have 
to check their facts. The truth is out 
there; it just takes some investigating to 
discover. So, if the solution is easy, then 
why does fake news still circulate? 
Gullibility is an obvious answer. As 
outrageous as the headline “FBI Agent 
Suspected in Hillary Email Leaks Found 
Dead” sounds, many people believed 
it. I have friends who share these kind 
of stories all the time. Needless to say, 
they are influenced by this propaganda. 
Who they are voting for is shaped by fake 
news, and if voters are making decisions 
based on such erroneous information, 
then democracy is in bad shape.
Fake news also circulates because 
people use information as a weapon. 
Fake articles are not posted as misguided 
attempts at sharing knowledge, but as 
proclamations of an individual’s political 
stance. Whether the information is 
true or not is irrelevant. People post 
articles to entrench themselves as either 
conservative or liberal. Even when news is 
proven to be false, they don’t care. These 
political zealots see their denial of reality 
as a sign of faith in their political position. 
There are two ways you can respond 
to such fanaticism.  The first option 
is to ignore them. You can scroll on 
by and not give their article any more 
attention. The other, far more tempting 
option, is to dig your own trench 
and use your enemies’ own weapons: 
propaganda and misinformation. 
There is the possibility that 
someone made an honest mistake. If 
you believe this to be the case, send 
them a private message about it. They 
might surprise you and admit their 
fault. At the very least you won’t get 
caught in a pointless public argument. 
I have said that dishonest news 
divides, and I believe that the opposite 
is true of news dedicated to honesty. It 
helps people find common ground. Truth 
is rarely “left” or “right,” but somewhere in 
between, and that’s where we can begin 
having constructive conversations.
öö I’m like ‘Fake news,’ and fact check it too 
I see you sharing false stories 
that just aren’t true 
Colten Kamlade
Columnist
öö Rampant racism and fascism is the worst  
White supremacy is an extreme 
threat to civilization 
Cazzy Lewchuk
Opinions Editor
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With HMV bankrupt, there is no place to go to buy a large variety 
of CDs and films and shows on DVD 
and Blu-ray. It was already hard to get a 
CD, as a lot of people are getting music 
on iTunes and more content is available 
digitally than in physical media. Despite 
music becoming available only in digital 
form, some people still get music in 
various formats. CDs might eventually 
be the same as records are today. 
In the past, a lot of people listened 
to music by getting CDs and having 
a CD collection. However, when the 
iTunes Store was opened, a lot of people 
began buying music in the store to use 
on their mp3 players and CDs started 
to disappear. I like both CD and digital, 
because the digital music listening 
experience is starting to get simpler. 
When you listen to a song on iTunes, 
you click the album and song that you’d 
like to listen to, and the song begins 
immediately. Compared to listening to 
an album in a CD player, you open the 
case of the CD, you put the CD in the 
CD player, you wait for the CD to load 
and then, finally, the album begins. 
Listening to a CD is like preparing 
for a big event, but it has its positives. 
The quality of a song in digital may not 
sound as great from laptop speakers, 
though if you have great speakers or 
headphones, you will hear the song the 
way the musician wants you to hear 
it, depending on how it was mastered. 
The disadvantage of digital is that 
you do not get to see the beautiful 
artwork that is inside the case of the 
CD and the package. However, in some 
albums, they include a digital version 
of the booklet of the album so that 
you can learn more about the album.
Some people think that records 
are better than digital because they 
have a better sound. When I listened to 
Bob Marley’s best-of album Legend on 
record, it sounded great, and it seemed 
louder than in digital. Records are not 
obsolete as you can still get records in a 
record store, and there is even a National 
Record Store Day. The same thing might 
happen with CDs now. It might have to 
be renamed National Record and CD 
Store Day, if vintage CD stores ever open 
up, or if record stores start widening 
their stocks to include more of them.
In the past few weeks, I tried to get 
the soundtrack of La La Land on CD 
in HMV and it was sold out. Instead, I 
had to get the soundtrack of the film 
from Amazon and it cost more than 
at HMV, and since HMV is closing I’ll 
have to buy from Amazon. Surprisingly, 
I received it in two days, even though 
that I do not have Amazon Prime. 
In the case of DVD and Blu-ray, 
you can still get them in many stores, 
including Best Buy. This is despite the 
fact that a lot of people are watching 
films and shows on streaming services 
like Netflix, Crave TV, and Amazon 
Prime Video. The disadvantage of 
streaming services is that they do not 
have special features allowing you to 
go beyond the film, so a lot of content 
is lost. If you wanted to get a film 
from The Criterion Collection, which 
would contain a lot of extra content, 
you can still get them in video stores 
like Vancouver’s Videomatica, or at 
The Criterion Collection’s website, 
especially during their flash sales.  
While a lot of people are listening 
and watching content digitally, physical 
media will still be available to preserve 
content for future generations.
Everywhere, in every nation, people complain about their governments. 
No matter how popular the government 
is, there will still be a large percentage 
of the population who disagrees with 
their actions and platforms. It’s because 
all governments break promises, gain 
bias towards special interests, and do not 
excel at the jobs they are appointed to do.
Governments at all levels fail 
to meet their goals, and they break 
their promises all the time. Trudeau’s 
government gained victory through 
promises of better transparency and 
of trust. Many were upset with the 
recent announcement that electoral 
reform would not be on the agenda, 
despite it being a core promise of the 
election campaign. Trudeau’s betrayal 
came only a couple months after 
greenlighting the Kinder Morgan and 
Enbridge Northern Gateway pipelines, 
further disappointing his voters.
While I felt just as lied to as 
many others at the decisions, it 
wasn’t surprising. You simply can’t 
please everyone in a multi-party 
nation, and you will absolutely “sell 
out” to special interest groups and 
powerful figures in the economy. 
Governments have to make tough 
decisions, and unfortunately those 
decisions can harm and anger a large 
amount of the population. Trudeau’s 
government is about helping the middle 
class, and that comes at the expense of 
the working class due to his government 
making deals with the upper class in 
the hopes of fueling the middle.  
Promises turn into compromises, 
which in turn become broken 
promises. This happens in every 
party at every level. Politics and 
power change operations, some are 
just less corrupt than others. 
The last line in The Who’s classic 
anthem “Won’t Get Fooled Again” 
states “Meet the new boss… Same 
as the old boss.” It rings true for 
governments all around the world; just 
because a different person or party 
has taken power doesn’t mean they 
won’t fall to the same mistakes. 
I believe genuine social change 
and equality occurs when we question 
politics, as well as when we reduce 
partisan values. So much of politics 
involves electing a first-past-the-post 
government for a few years, then 
watching an opposing government 
undo their actions a few years later. 
The majority of Canadians support a 
system that limits power for a single 
party and instead encourages opposing 
parties to work together to help all 
citizens. Sadly, Canada doesn’t have a 
Bernie Sanders figure to lead us, nor do 
we have an alternative to first-past-the-
post coming our way anytime soon.
I don’t think that full suspicion 
and distrust of every single government 
official is the right way to go. Taking 
on the establishment and attacking 
the merit of the previous government 
was a major influence in Trump’s 
campaign and ultimate victory. It’s 
not about hating the government; it’s 
about critically analyzing, debating, and 
questioning the government’s decisions. 
We need to hold politicians to a 
high standard if they are going to be 
the ones representing our community.
öö Higher-ups don’t always have our best interests at heart
Governments should be 
challenged regularly
Cazzy Lewchuk
Opinions Editor
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öö The ramifications of the last chain music store’s closure
Is this the end of physical media?
Jerrison Oracion
Senior Columnist
Humour
Have an idea for a story? 
 humour@theotherpress.ca
 O Humour Editor forgets what it is to laugh 
and feel joy
 O White supremacy at it again, sources 
report
 O Valentine’s Day Gothic
And more!
The American Family Association, the American Civil Liberties Union, 
the Women’s March on Washington, 
and the Juggalo March on Washington 
all collided yesterday outside the 
White House after a fatal lack of 
communication by organizers, as well 
as with local authorities. The AFA and 
the Women’s March clashed near the 
Washington Monument, while the 
ACLU and the Juggalos collided with 
one another near the White House 
gates. Dozens of injuries are reported 
and the scene is currently still a mess 
of picket signs and face paint.
The AFA, notorious for hard-
right Christian views and influence 
in the current Cabinet, organized an 
appearance to support President Trump 
and, in particular, Vice President Pence. 
The Women’s March, an international 
movement focusing on women’s rights 
with heavy LGBTQ+ associations, came 
together to denounce Trump and Pence’s 
anti-abortion, anti-gay marriage, and 
general Christian extremist views. 
When the two groups collided 
there was “absolute confusion,” said 
Mary Wallis, an AFA supporter. 
“Both the movements are primarily 
about and composed of women, so 
we both just assumed the other was 
a strange parody splinter group.” 
When both sides discovered 
the truth of what the other stood 
for, however, fighting broke out 
amongst the protestors.
Meanwhile, the ACLU was 
protesting Trump’s illegal ban on travel 
from Muslim countries. Hundreds of 
lawyers, lawmakers, and concerned 
citizens were marching to show 
opposition to the executive order. 
This was interrupted at the White 
House fence by the Juggalo’s March on 
Washington, which had unclear motives 
and mostly spent its time yelling song 
lyrics and screaming. The Juggalos, the 
name for fans of hip hop group Insane 
Clown Posse, tried to aggressively apply 
face paint to lawyers, causing further 
violence—and lawsuits—to erupt.
The two fighting crowds met in 
front of the White House, the very 
place where so many iconic Marches 
on Washington had met in the past.
“The ghost of Martin Luther King 
was smiling on me when I hit that guy 
with a giant inflatable dildo I found 
on the ground,” said a Juggalo who 
called himself Smelly Dan. “It was a 
magical time. Someone threw an actual 
Bible at my head.” The protests nearly 
turned into one giant riot before police 
arrived and broke up the conflict. 
Cleanup was led by the International 
Janitorial Cleaning Services 
Association, which was planning their 
own protest after lunch that day.
The official police response was a single 
tweet from the DCPD Twitter account: 
“#washingtonmonument covered in 
rainbows, Bible verses, legal terms, and 
the word magnets over and over again. 
It was bound to happen eventually.”
Greg Waldock
Staff Writer
Marches on Washington 
collide after scheduling error
öö Clashes between groups lead to chaos, confusion
Diplomatic negotiations between the metaphysical manifestations of good 
and evil broke down again this week over 
discussions regarding the final resting 
place of current United States president 
Donald (God having to write out this 
sentence is soul-withering) Trump.
“Well, he’s obviously not 
coming to heaven, are you kidding 
me?” said God in a statement to 
the Vatican over the weekend. 
“Look, depending on who you are and 
what you believe, you probably think the 
heavenly screening process is one of two 
things: Either it lets the morally just and 
kind people in, regardless of whether or 
not they followed arbitrary rules written 
over a millennium ago, OR you hang your 
hat on those arbitrary rules and hope 
really hard that all that hippie shit about 
‘love thy neighbour’ and ‘the meek shall 
inherit the Earth’ is just filler. So looking 
at it from either of those perspectives, 
you tell me: Should I let Donald Trump 
in? Donald Trump, who seems to 
exhibit no sense or understanding of 
right and wrong? Donald Trump, who 
has broken pretty much all 10 of my 
most basic rules and regulations? No, 
that man can go straight to Hell, quite 
frankly, and I won’t even gaze forlornly 
upon him as one of my lost children 
when he succumbs to the darkness.”
“Aw Hell no,” said Lucifer, in his own 
statement to several Satanic churches 
worldwide. “Yeah, okay, I get it, I’m 
supposed to take in all the bad guys 
because I’m supposedly a bad guy—
though really you’d think offering to take 
in every lost soul my dad doesn’t want 
kind of makes me the Helga Hufflepuff 
of Christian mythology, but anyway. 
My point is, I have some pretty cool 
people down here (and a lot of very not 
cool people down here, to be fair). I 
don’t want to inflict that steaming mess 
of bullshit on them; that’s bordering 
on cruel and unusual punishment. 
And anyway, I don’t want to have to 
personally deal with the guy. He freaks 
me out. No one should be that orange.”
“Well what’s the point of having 
a Hell if I can’t stuff a Me-damned 
dictator in it every once in a while?” 
said God. “Seriously, it’s supposed to be 
a punishment for my disobedient and 
rebellious child and all who follow in his 
fiery footsteps, not a vacation house. He’ll 
just have to suck it up and let the man in.”
“My Dad seems to think that just 
because you lead one minor rebellion 
against the Hosts of Heaven, you 
have to be the one to spend eternity 
babysitting a bunch of horrible assholes 
to underline how much of a horrible 
asshole you supposedly are,” said Satan. 
“Like, okay, I get it Dad, I pissed you 
off and now I’m grounded forever. 
Great. I’m still not taking Donald 
Dad-damned Trump after he finally 
does the world a solid and kicks it!”
Apparently both God and Satan 
wrote to deities from other religions 
asking if they would take Donald 
Trump’s soul off their hands. So far, the 
responses have all been resoundingly 
and firmly negative, with one email 
back simply reading “ha ha ha, no.”
Rebecca Peterson
Humour Editor
Neither God nor Satan want 
Trump in the afterlife
öö I mean, quite honestly, who would want to deal with that asshole for all of eternity?
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In a curious case of meta-reporting and self-investigation, the Other Press’s 
Humour Editor, Rebecca Peterson, 
has issued a statement to declare to 
the world that she has lost all sense 
of goodwill and humour in the face of 
current events.
This statement was written in the 
format of a humour article, the only 
thing Peterson knows how to write quite 
honestly, and reads thusly:
“Dear Readers,
I regret to inform you that I have 
lost the ability to laugh or experience joy. 
This, as you might well imagine, is not the 
ideal condition for a humour writer. It is 
also not an ideal condition for a human 
being, but I like to think I’m a humour 
writer first, shouty angry feminist second, 
obnoxious pretentious wine-snob third, 
and, down a long list of further attributes, 
eventually a human being. Maybe 73rd. 
You see, when Donald Trrrruhng—
sorry, I had to pause for a moment 
to dry heave, even if this is a written 
format—when all that nonsense started, 
comedians everywhere were overjoyed. 
Many comedians and satire writers were 
devastated by the loss of walking material 
generator George W. Bush, and had 
hoped to ride the wave of political hilarity 
right to its inevitable conclusion—that 
conclusion being anyone but Trump in 
the White House, and Trump throwing 
tantrums about it to provide further 
material for the next four years.
That, uh… that wasn’t what 
happened, though. 
It started becoming hard to keep 
up with all that political hilarity, you 
see, right when things started getting 
interesting. As the world descended into 
a physical manifestation of an Onion 
article, we satirists found it hard to keep 
up. So, you know, we turned from political 
hilarity to nihilistic absurdist humour, 
and that worked for a while. It helped to 
stave off the growing panic and concern 
that these days are akin to those chapters 
in high school history textbooks about 
the years before the second World War, 
when things stopped feeling like history 
and started feeling like dramatic irony and 
foreshadowing. But we laughed because 
we had to laugh… for our own sake and the 
sake of others, we had to laugh…
But I cannot laugh anymore, dear 
readers. No, now I simply take solace 
in quiet contemplation and YouTube 
compilations of people falling over or 
getting hit in the face by comically large 
exercise balls. I do not laugh at these 
anymore, of course, nor do I smile, but for 
a moment… for a moment, I can almost 
feel something… 
At any rate, I’m certain I’ ll return to 
the craft when the world stops sending the 
whole of humanity into a state of clinical 
depression, but until that day I do not 
know what I will do.
Wishing you something, anything, to 
combat this dark night of the soul,
R.”
Peterson then issued another 
statement shortly after the first:
“Readers,
So I asked my editors if I could go on 
paid stress leave for the next four years 
and they said no. So I guess I’ ll write some 
articles or something.
R.”
The TakenYou know your significant other’s 
expectations for Valentine’s Day. You have 
a routine.
The routine is a dance carved out 
by years of trial and error, of missteps 
and misunderstandings, and it works for 
you both. Whether it’s a night out at a 
five-star restaurant complete with limo 
and Don Perignon champagne or, more 
likely, a night in with an absurd amount 
of chocolate and a pizza split between the 
two of you, you know what to expect, and 
it’s very nice indeed.
You think back, sometimes, to when 
you were a little more daring. To when 
the advent of Valentine’s Day brought 
your heart to your throat and your throat 
to the pit of your stomach and the pit of 
your stomach to your feet and yourself to 
a hospital because really, internal organs 
shouldn’t be doing that sort of thing, but 
this is better, now. More peaceful.
You tell yourself, maybe you’ll try 
something daring next year. Just to bring 
back a bit of that old thrill. Yes, maybe 
next year…
The Recently Single
The world is dark and cold around you.
It’s in every look, every piteous stare 
from those who know, and worse, from 
those who do not know. For how might 
they understand the pain and anguish 
you are in the throes of? They cannot. For 
no one has ever known loss as you have 
known loss. 
There is an offensive amount of 
pink in the world. It mocks you. The very 
concept of chocolate, of love, of happiness 
mocks you. 
Maybe you’ll watch Chopped tonight. 
That seems like a good idea. 
The Recently Not Single
You are fucked. 
You should have known—should 
have known—that asking someone out in 
the last week of January was a bad idea. 
You simply did not think ahead; nay, 
you did not think at all. You should have 
waited; by God, you should have waited. 
But alas, now you must try to gauge how 
well this committed relationship of all of 
three weeks is going. It is not dissimilar 
to when a waitress asks you how the food 
is halfway through your first bite. I’m 
deciding, Deborah. I’m deciding.
You wonder if you can perhaps skip 
the holiday altogether. You wonder if you 
and your dating-person are at a point 
where you can discuss expectations. You 
wonder how awkward it will be if they say 
“I don’t want to make a big fuss” because 
they feel like you don’t want to make a big 
fuss, but they do actually want to make 
a big fuss, and you’re just an asshole. Or 
maybe you could just cut them off at the 
pass and say you have no expectations, 
letting them decide, which also makes you 
an asshole. 
So many paths to take. So much 
uncertainty. The anxiety threatens to eat 
you alive.
The Single
You are meant to be bitter and lonely on 
Valentine’s Day, but quite honestly, you 
are not.
You may cast a wistful glance towards 
the happy couples looking as happy 
couples do on Valentine’s Day—red-faced, 
smiling, and stuffed with chocolate. You 
could also be all three of these things, 
honestly, and not just on Valentine’s Day, 
but every day of the week.
You buy yourself chocolate and 
maybe take yourself out for dinner, or go 
to see friends for drinks. The sitcoms all 
say this is where and when you meet a 
handsome or beautiful stranger, but you 
don’t, and you’re sort of glad. You have 
plans to watch bad reality TV and stretch 
out in your empty bed and drink wine 
and eat chocolate and do all the kinds of 
things you like to do. And it’s good. 
After all, it really is just another day of  
the year.
Jessica Berget
Staff Writer
Humour Editor forgets what 
it is to laugh and feel joy
Valentine’s Day Gothic
öö Instead sits motionless for long periods, utterly numb
öö Views from the Taken, the Recently Single, the Recently Not Single, and the Single
Rebecca Peterson
Humour Editor
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Despite a relatively unilateral decision that white supremacist ideology is 
a Bad Thing™ for pretty much everyone, 
reports are coming in providing evidence 
to suggest that white supremacy is back to 
some of its same—and worst—old tricks. 
White supremacy—as many, many, 
many, many, many, many, many, many, 
many, many, many decent human beings 
with even a single ounce of critical 
thought and oh I don’t know, basic human 
empathy for others have wholeheartedly 
agreed—is a mindset of superiority that 
suggests you might just be really fantastic 
and special for having been born with a 
genetic mutation of the epidermis that 
makes you unable to spend any real 
amount of time outdoors before the sun 
literally tries to fry your skin off. Congrats. 
This was classically enforced by enslaving 
other races, stealing all their shit, killing a 
lot of people, trying to make up science to 
prove that white people are just better (we 
aren’t), and essentially being an asshole to 
everyone. 
In the modern era, it has been 
enforced by enslaving other races 
(and pretending that child labour in 
sweatshops is just a fantastic opportunity 
provided for young people to earn 
money for their family and jumpstart 
their careers), stealing all their shit (and 
pretending we came up with it in the first 
place while simultaneously massacring it; 
see “dabbing”), killing a lot of people (and 
doing it a lot faster now because we have, 
like, guns and bombs), trying to make 
up science to prove that white people 
are just better (we definitely aren’t), and 
essentially being an asshole to everyone, 
while simultaneously throwing in the 
added bonus of slowly and systematically 
destroying our own planet.
However, despite evidence strongly, 
loudly, and aggressively suggesting 
that white supremacy is still infecting 
the minds of many, and that white 
supremacists are still alive—and in some 
cases, recently elected president—a lot of 
people seem to think it’s not a thing we 
should worry about.
“Um, sorry, but didn’t white 
supremacy end in North America when 
Lincoln freed all the slaves, or whatever?” 
Pansy Steinway said in a Facebook post 
on Tuesday. “I’m pretty sure it did. I’m 
pretty sure it’s not a problem anymore; we 
already solved that. And anyway, I’m not a 
racist, so I don’t see how anyone else could 
possibly be a racist. In fact, my friends and 
I, we don’t even see race! It doesn’t matter 
to us if you’re black, brown, red, blue, 
orange, purple, or green with pink polka 
dots, we’ll treat you like a white person! I 
mean, unless you have an accent, in which 
case we’ll try really, really hard to treat 
you like a white person, but we’ll be really, 
really uncomfortable about it.”
“I mean, of course I think it’s a 
problem,” said resident Other Press 
strawman John White in a statement 
over the weekend. “But I think the real 
problem revolves around how we deal 
with it, you know? Like, the more we talk 
about it, I think, the more publicity white 
supremacy gets. You kind of have to treat 
it like a toddler throwing a tantrum—just 
kind of put it in a corner and ignore it 
till it plays itself out. We’ve been doing 
that for centuries and it’s working! White 
supremacy is like, so much less of a thing 
than it used to be, and that’s because 
we’ve been doing absolutely nothing 
about it, whatsoever.”
When it was pointed out that 
change has been affected by civil rights 
groups and the efforts of people of colour 
fighting for the basic acknowledgement 
of personhood, White blinked an awful 
lot for about a minute straight before 
replying.
“Well, okay, maybe, though I’d like 
to see the evidence behind that, but think 
of it this way: Is white supremacy really 
a problem for white people? Honestly, to 
me it sounds like a problem for not white 
people, so they’re probably the ones who 
should have to fix it. That sounds pretty 
fair to me.”
(The Other Press reporter interviewing 
White had to be subdued by others in 
attendance, as she proceeded to vault the 
table between herself and the strawman 
with every intent of strangling him.)
Rebecca Peterson
Humour Editor
White supremacy at it again, sources report
öö You’d think we’d have a much better handle on this bullshit by now
By Brittney MacDonald, Life & Style Editor
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